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!'fills s!d.es with D~an Spitz
1n dec1s1on on grievances

A tree on the walkway in front of the Dimond Library is reflected in the puddles left by the week's melt. (Jonathan Blake
photo>

By Paul Keegan
UNH President Eugene Mills
yesterday exonerated Dean Allan
Spitz from charges that he
abused his power to affect a promotion and tenure decision in the
Political Science Department.
Yesterday's statement from
Mills was followed by the release
of confidential documents which
r~vealed, after nearly five mo9ths
of secrecy, the na tm:e of the
grievances against Spitz, dean of
the College of Liberal Arts and
acting vice president for academic affairs.
The ~ew Hampshire also ·obtained the confidential report of
the Professional Standards Committee <PSC), which found the
grievance against Spitz to be
valid, and recommends that Mills
"take immediate action" to deal
with improper action,s by Spitz.
Mills admitted Spitz's role in
the promotion case was "extraordinary, ' ' but said this was
"appropriate in the context of
his administrative responsibilities as Dean ... "
Four members of the Political
Science Department filed grievance against Spitz on Oct. 31,
1978, charging him with blackmail, threats and intimidating
tactics in an attempt to gain support for the promotion of Warren
Brown from assistant to asso~iate profepsor of political
science.
The grievance alleges that
Spitz threatened to "blackmail"
John Kayser, associate professor
of political science, with a cop:Y of

Onore-Glasser dispute puts
commuter center in doubt
By Gary Langer
A bitter dispute between a
MUB· administrator and a
Student , Government official
could endanger the future of the
commuter center, student officials said yesterday.
The administrator, Assistant
Director of Student Activities
Jeff Onore, has refused to meet
with student Vice President for
Commuter Affairs Jim Glasser
because of a speech Glasser
made in the MUB cafeteria last
month.
,
Onore said Glasser's public
discussion of recent charges
against. the MUB Food and
Beverage Service was "irresponsible" and said that "if my one

Jeff Onore

a letter which contained poten- terpretations on one of the
tially damaging information items," said Donald Green,
about Kayser's personal life.
chairman -of the Professional
The grievance also charges Standards Committee, when. told
Spitz with threatening three of Spitz's comment "But the
members of the department with facts were not contested as far as
"serious and negative conse- we understand."
Green said the grievance
quences'' ·if they did not support Brown, and extending "the hearings were tape recorded and
promise of putative rewards and the · Committee's report was
opportunities" if they did.
_ based on sworn statements subThe Professional Standards mitted in writing prior to the
Committee report states, "In testimony.
general, the Dean has not conIn his statement, Mills said he
tested the ' substance of these _believed . that some of Spitz's
facts."
"consultations and communica"That," Spitz said last night, tions were misunderstood or mis"is false."
interpreted."
·
Spitz said he could not comMills said he would not discuss
ment further on the Committee's the,charges made but did say that
report because Brown's tenure
is still under consideration.
GRIEVANCE, page 18
"He may have put different in~,

Caucus approvesWilson for post
him to come back to the UniverBy Willard Tucker
The Student Caucus last night sity System with a fresh
approved Ian Wilson as the next outlook," Moore said. "As the
University System student committee found out, he's a
proactive person.''
trustee.
Wilson said "I feel it is time the
Student Body President Doug
Cox said, "Representative Leo student representative took the
Lessard CD-Dover) told me that offensive for students on issues
he had a verbal agreement with concerning ·university life. I'm
the Governor that Gallen would concerned about students
frequently being in a position of
take whoever we told him to."
After a special Caucus reacting to problems instead of
meeting that lasted for more 'anticipating and / seeking them
that two hours and included out."
questioning of the candidates and
Wilson, a junior political sci.fifty minutes of private debate, ence major, has served as
Caucus chairman Bill Corson president of the Memorial Union
said the vote was in favor of Student Organization, vicechairman of the MUB Board of
Wilson.
Wilson, who is in Washington Governors, and member of the
D.C., couldn't attend the meeting UNH President's Council.
Moore said to the Caucus "We
lasL night and could not be
reached for comment after the felt that Ian's past relationships
in student organization, his exdecision.
Peter Moore, a member of the perience, ·qualified him best for
Student Trustee Selection Com- the position."
"My goal will be that of mutual
mittee, answered questions in
respect frorn the Board and their
Ian's behalf.
Ron Hasseltine, Michael concern for the student voice,''
Iacopino, Kathy Fokas and Bob said Wilson. "Mutual respect can
Coates, the other trustee can- .be a positive reflection on .studidates, also fielded questions def!.tS generally, and enhance our
·
from the Caucus on their stature," he said.
background at UNH and their intentions for the trusteeship.
"The University's interest lies
in the interests of the students,"
Moore quoted Wilson as saying
;during an interview ·ror the
position.
·
In his resume given to the selection committee, Wilson said "I
believe that the student trustee's
top priority and commitment
should be to expand the student
· representation on the Board, with
a goal of having each University
branch represented by an elected
student.
"The student trustee must
provide strong and active leadership, and I intend to be vocal on
Lois Rhomberg a theater-math
student concerns."
major designed the set for "Major
Wilson also said in his letter to
Barbara," which opened at the
the selection committee, "I'm
Franklin this week. Sec page 13.

lever with this child is not to eluded accusations that Food and
speak with him, I fee1 justified to Beverage Service administrators
use it."
encouraged purveyor bribes, inAs commuter vice president, timidated student employees and
Glasser is trying to get continued misused funds.
funding for the commuter center.
Glasser also discussed rumors,
Onore said yesterday he is "the which he labelled "strictlv hearmost appropriate administrator say,'' of thefts of liquor and
to assist them in developing a money · and misuse of MUB
plan" for thatfunding.
telephones.
Althoue:h Onore said he will
"The funding that was alleged
W<?~k with _other students on the
to have been mismanaged is that
plan, Student Body President of students, through the MUB
Doug Cox said "it will definitely fee," Glasser said yesterday.
have a detrimental effect on the "We should take an active conchances for the commuter center cern."
if we don't have Jeff On-ore's full
The allegations are being insupport and communi~ation with vestigated by Vice President for
the commuter vice president. ·
Student Affairs Richard Stevens,
''Six thousand students are left who said Wednesday he will issue
holding the bag because of a per- a report on his findings early next
sonality clash between a student week.
and an administrator," Cox said.
Glasser said that in his speech
Glasser called Onore's r~fusal he ''never indicted anybody, or
t9 talk to him "an amazing act of maligned their name -- I presentcensure," and said "I had the ed what was known. And now
guts to get up and bring these Mr. Onore is ripping me apart
things to the students, and now and causing 6,000 students to suf- I'm receiving this kind of attack fer."
for trying not to be a pa~n of the
Onore said he did not hear
administration."
Glasser's speech, but that it was
Ono.re said Glasser, in his Feb. related to him by MUB ~taff
13· speech in the MUB cafeteria, members. Onore and Glasser
"discussed some information have never met.
that had not been printed, that
Onore said he cancelled an apwas not public knowledge, un- pointment Glasser made to see interested
in
providing
proven, and he also tied it up him last week because "I've ·progressive -leadership with an
in a neat little ball called decided it would be a mistake to eye toward the future of students
'MUBgate.' "
meet with a student who has act- in the university system."
"The word 'gate' and all that ed in the worst .interest of his
Student senator Jim Donnelly
implies," Onore said, "means a constituents."
said being away from the Univergreat deal of things, all of them
Glasser received a unanimous - sity System could work to
criminal, and I don't dig it.''
vote of confidence from the Wilson's disadvantage, because
Glasser discussed charges Student Caucus Sunday after "faces change," but Moore said
leveled by former MUB Pub
the seledion committee had conManager and Catering Coor- ONORE-GLASSER, page 6
sidered that.
dinator Rich Kane which in, "It could also be beneficial for
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News Briefs

More students join ROT.C
By Beth Albert

UNH's Army two-year Reserve
Officer Training Corp·. ,(ROTC)
,,.
program is growing in membership while the Air Force ROTC
enrollment has remained steady .
over the past few years according
to officers at the University.
"Two summers ago only ten stuThe New Hampshire House Appropriations Committee will
dents were sent to the Army
hold a series of public meetings this month to get residents'
summer camp for the two-year
reactions to the b~dget presentations made by the University
program. This year 17 students
Sys.tern and other public -agencies. The meetings are scheduled
have already been processed and
for March 14 in Keene, March 21 in Portsmouth 11.nd March 28
students may apply until the end
in Berlin. ,
of school," Army Maj . Raymond
O'Keefe said.
For the past few years, the Air
Force bas enrolled 25 to 30 students in its two-year program.
Both the Army and the Air Force
run six week summer camps
for students enrolling in two-year
programs. _
'
''The summer camp brings
Energy, the environment and natural resources will be the subeveryone up on aQ even keel. It is
jects of a four- day symposium to be held at the New England
a basic camp where kids learn
Center March 19-22.
what is taught in the first two
"Business and the ,E nvironment" will bring togeth1·r about 175
years of the four year program,"
business
leaders,
industrjalists, · environmentalists,
O'Keefe said.
academ ·cians, planners and students for specialized programs
The camp is at Fort Knox Kensponsored by the American Society for Environmental Educatucky. "We like to have applicants
tion and the Institute of Natural and Environmental Resources
--of UNH.
.
processed by mid-April so students may attend the first session
The keynote speaker will ~e John McGlennon, who ruled that
of the summer · camp in May.
an ocean cooling system for the Seabrook nuclear power plant
That way they won't have to face
was unsound.
,
the heat, in Kentucky in July and
McGlennon is the former New England regional administrator
August,'' said O'Keefe.
for the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. ·
_
The AJr Force has camps
In late 1976, he stopped construction of the Seabrook plant beacross the country, including
cause he thought the plant's proposed cooling system was unsafe.
Dover Air Force Base in DelaMcGlennon will give his keynote address at 8:30 p.m., Monday,
' ware and Plattsburg Air Force
March 19, at the New England Center.
Base in New York.
_
Panel discussion topics 'A,'.ill include: the relationship between
The UNH ROTC program is
the Environmental Protection Agency and industry, how manuopen to students in the New
facturing processes affect the environment, energy and the enEngland Consortium. This y·e ar,
vironment, media and the environment and jobs and the environsix of the 17 students enrolled in
ment.
the Army's two-year program
are from UNH. The rest are from
consortium schools such as
Keene State, Plymouth State and
J St. Anselms. Air Force figures
students
were
for
UNH
unavailable.
Air Force Col. Donald Miller
New concepts in physical fitness will be explored during a
said admission into the two-year
workshop Saturday, March 3 at New Hampshire Hall.
program
is
competitjve.
Exercise specialist Donna Hayward · and Robert Wear,
"Students take a three hour Air
associate professor of physical education. at UNH, will focus on '
. developing personal fitness programs, basic training principles
and what consumers should know . about various fitness
programs.
The workshop is open to anyone.
Advance registration is $10 ($5 for students), and registration
on March.3 is $12. For more information call Hayward at 862-1834.

House sponsors meetings

Energy sympc)sium

Fitness workshop

E~gineering

"I plan to join the Army Corps of
Engineers. I don't think ROTC
will take up too much of my time,
maybe a couple of hours a week,''
Birmingham said. ·
Both the Army a'hd the Air Force
offer full scholarships which'
include tuition, books and lab
fees. Each gives $100 a month
spending money to students on
scholarship and juniors and
s_eniors.
·

Force qualifying test similar to
the SATs. If the applicant wants
to join the flying program an additional two and -a half hour test
must be taken.
"We plan to em:oll 12 pilots and
half of them don't need technical
degrees," Miller said. ''We talk
to ·every applicant on an individual basis."
Theresa Birmingham, a sophomore civil engineering major,
joined the Army's two-year
program because it offered "experience travel and money."

ROTC,page17

Hc;.tel honor group
helps WSBE. students
1

By Beth Albert

ing that the hotel administration
It started out as a hotel class. industry is unique because the
project in May 1977. Then it jobs for graduates are · idenbecame an honor society for stu- tifiable. "'The resume hank
dents in the hospitality major of ,, provides better relations between
the Whittemore School of students and industry," he said.
The resume bank service is
Business (WSBE). Now, it is Eta
Sigma Delta (ESD), the first in- free to ESD students . and other
ternational
hospitality hotel students may pay to join the
management society in America. bank. The fee has not yet been
Cynthia Forrester, treasurer of determined.
"Industries join as associate
ESD and a senior hotel major;
said the society's idea was to members. Those with less than
create something worth joining.
100 emplhyees join the bank for
"We wanted to bridge the gap $100 a year and those with over a
between students and industry," hundred will pay $250 a year,''
she said.
Belles said. He said industry
ESD plans to corpplete a .recruiting has just begl:!_n.
Forrester said ESD has
national resume bank by June.
Eric Orkin, assistant professor of received three grants from indushotel management and advisor of tries but she did not know the.
the society, compared the bank to amount of the grants.
a computer dating service.
Professor Raymond Belles, the
Students and industries across executer director of ESD said the
the country will use the bank. In- society is growing. Presently, the
dustries will be able to look up two members are UNH and the
resumes of students when they University of Massachusetts.
are hiring," Orkin said.
'
"We established the first chapProfessor Raymond Belles, ter here last spring and now it is
executive directo-r of ESD, said also the national headquarters.
there qre plenty of jobs for stu- Hopefully by the end of the year
dents graduating with a hospital- the present society will have 20
ity degree. "Each graduate gets chapters," Belles said.
four or five iob offers, ~ ' he said.
HQNORGROUP, page9
Orkin agreed with Belles, add-

lecture

A lecture on current technical developments, changes and
attitudes in engineering firms, professional· societies and uoiversities will be given Tuesdav by Professor Sidney Darlington of the
electrical and computer eJgineering department.
Darlington, who was applied mathematician at Bell Telephone
for 42 years, is responsible for more that 35 patents assigned to
the company. His research concerned communications circuits,
weapons and space systems.
A non-technical lecture will be at Kingsbury Hall M227 beginning at 8 p.m. and is sponsored by Sigma. Xi, scientific society
at UNH.

Correction /
A searc'h committee to find a new University president will not
begin meeting March 24 as reported in the Feh. 27 edition of The
New Hampshire.
~ccording to Faculty

Caucus Chairman ~tephen Fan, no date
has been set for a search committee to meet. :

Journalist John McPhee talks with members of the audience after his reading in . the
Granite State Room Wednesday. <Art Illman photo)

Writer John McPhee reads.
his works to a large Crowd
By Rosalie Davis

The weftther,
Today's weather will be in the thirties with occasional light
snow. Tonight's temperature will dip into the twenties with a ten
percent chance of snow, according to the National · Weather
Service in Concord.
Tomorrow will be partly cloudy with a high around forty
degrees . The winds will be light and variable.

·'The .beginning is the h_ardest
part. To write the lead," Princeton-educated journalist John
McPhee said, "is 90 percent ot
the story.
"You have 10 to 20 thousand
words to choose from but only one
word will start a story.''
McPhee, the author of 13 nonfiction books and a staff-writer
for the New Yorker, read selections from ten of his works to a
full house .in the Granite State

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ,· ~ooili ' ~f ' lh~ ' ~B ~Hh~day

night.
.
The reading was sponsored by
the English department's Writer
Series, and was punctuated
throughout with laughter and applause from an appreciative
audience.
The 48-year-old
journalist
dressed modestly, wearing a blue
chamois shirt and neat navy pants.
He is slight; his face is framed
with a rough, brown beard and
his eyes with dark-rimmed
glasses .' He gestured frequently
withhishandsasnespoke.J I • ' .

McPhee. was introduced by
UNH English Professor Donald
Murray, who said McPhee is indisputably the best journalist in
the ~nglish language today.
~n
his readings, McPhee
revealed varied characters,
giving insights into territory
ranging from the Africa.n Sudan
to Fairbanks, Alaska. ·
He characterized a Wimbledon
. MqPHEE_, pqge ,8
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Durham -residents want
fence returned- on road

A rhododendron pokes up through the _snow near Murkland
Hall. (Jan Brubacher photo)

She blamed students for the in- arrested people who race up and
By Pam Dey
down /roads whether it's on MadOver 25 irate Durham residents crease in traffic.
have petitioned the town's Oc"We had no problems when bury Road, Young Drive or tober order to remove a fence - families lived there (on Young where ever," he said.
that separate!:i Young Drive from Drive). Since the students have
Fischer attorney Judy Handy
Bayview Road.
come the traffic has been ·agreed, "This is a police problem
and should be dealt with in an ensaid Mullins.
Bayview residents are concerned unreal,"
Beth Fischer, manager of the tirely different . way than just
about safety because of the in- Fischer owned Young Drive A- closing off a road.''
flux of traffic from Young Drive partments, disagreed.
1 Among
things
Bayview
caused by the opening of the gate,
"They're taking a discrimina- · residents are up,set by are: trash
·said Bayview representative Judy tory attitude towards a group of thrown on the road, uprooted and
Chalifoux at a Durham Planning people who just happen to be stu- crushed 'Stop' and 'Children at
Bo~rd meeting Wednesday night.
dents," she said. "They have the Play' signs, tire tracks on lawns,
· and skid marks around the corYoung Drive runs perpen- s_ame rights as anyone else."
,
ner of the intersection.
dicular to Bayview Road. It inChalifoux countered, "We don't
"Students fail to recognize that
tersects Bayview Road ap- want to discriminate, that's not
Young Drive is part of a neighproximately halfway between the · our intention.''
borhood and that they should act
dead end of Bayview and a rise in
Bayview Road residents said in such a way that corresponds
fheRoad.
they are displeased with the in- with this. Instead they act like ·
Bayview Road resident Bar- conveniences and disturbances they're living in dorms, fraterbara .Mullins said, "The street caused by the open gate.
nities or combines," said a
was never designed as a
"The noise is so great that you resident.
throughway. You can't see either cannot hear yourself think on
Handy said, "A police record
way (at the intersection). It's a Friday, Saturday and sometimes has not been produced to substandanger to children.''
even Sunday nights, and the cars tiate this problem. There's not a
are so thick you cannot gef strong enough basis to take this
through," said an angry resident. drastic a step (closing Young
Jim ·E ggers said, "I've be·en Drive).
nearly hit twice on my way home
"The town may not have the
from work by people running the authority to close a road like
stop sign on to Bayview. I can't this."
park my car at the bottom of my
Fischer said, "This is a public
driveway for fear of it getting way. Closing the road would be
hit."
taking away my rights as a
Owner of the Fischer Agency, property owner and the rights of
much in a school year,'' Craig ·
said. "We try to offer everyone a Walter Fischer, supported police
arrest of speed limit violators.
viable package."
YOUNG DRIVE, page 16
"I feel it would be good -if police
Between four and five thousand
students receive financial aid,
Craig said.
Of these students "roughly
twice as many in-state students
receive financial aid as out-ofstate."
Craig said financial aid
statistics are difficult to deterGov. Hugh Gallen's plan to establish a uniform New England
mine because of the various types
drinking age received an unexpected s}Jot in the arm at last week's
of aid other than that provided by
National Governor's Assn. conference in Washington D.C.
UNH.
At a luncheon meeting Tuesday, the six New England governors
agreed to appoint a member of each of their staffs to study the
Tuition for out-of-state students
proposal, according to an Associated Press report.
covers the cost of education. The
Dayton Duncan, the governor's press secretary, said Gallen was
Board of Trustees sets the inpleased with the meeting's outcome because he had not expected
state tuition to reflect the least .the
,
proposal to be well received.
possible amoun! which will cover
·
Gallen
has
strongly
supported
the
same
drinking
age
in all New
some tuition costs.
England states to prevent border hopping by minors looking to buy
Craig said financial aid awards
liquor.
·
for 1979-80 are based on an
Three bills are currently before the New Hampshire House thal,
estimated total cost of $5,900 to if passed by the House ~nd Senate: and signed into law by Gallen,
$6,000.
would raise the legal-drinking age to 19 and possibly to 21.
The bills are controversial, and at a hearing Feb. 22 before the
The admissions office works
completely separate from finan- House : regulated Revenues Committee, over 80 people testified for
and against them.
cial aid, Craig explained. This
Gallen has not said recently which age he favors raising the
allows for the most qualified
of drinking age to, but during his gubernatorial campaign, he publicly
class.
The
separation
.
supported a drinking age of 19 on several occasions..
processes assures no one is adMassachusetts Governor Edward King has said he supports a
mitted or rejected for financial
drinking age of 21, w~ile Vermont _Governor Richard Snelling has
reasons. "We then do our best to
fund the class that has been ac- said he wants to leave that state's drinking age rignt where it is - at
18.
cepted.''
Gallen's counsel Paul McEachern will represent New Hampshire
"It's all a simple math
on the special committee.
operation," Craig said. "We deal
No date has beer:! set as yet for the committee's first meeting .
.a lot with subtraction.''

Out of state ·students get
ID.ore loans, work study
By Judi Paradis
Out-of-state students are expected to provide more money,
but otherwise the financial aid office treats them the same as instate students, said Richard
Craig, director of the financial
aid office.
Craig said out-of-state students
receive more money in loans and
.work study than in-state students,
-but this reflects the difference
in tuition costs.
"If you have Student X from instate and Student Y from out-ofstate, it would cost X $3,500 to
come here and Y $5,500 to come
hPrP"
said Joan Kennedy,
associate director of financial
aid.
"If their circumstam·es were
exactly alike and we determined

that both students' families could
give $500 towards their educatio11;.
then student X would need $3,000
and Y would need $5,000."
"An overwhelming number of
students receive a combination of
financial aid," Craig said, "and
in the case of out-0f-state students
we have to give them a combination of aid.
"Grant money only goes so far .
Recent rises in out-of-state costs
have also taken a toll on how
much grant money there is."
Craig said .financial aid attempts
to spread grant money among
all students so no one ha& a
disproportionate amount of loan
or work study money.
"If we offer someone_$2,000 worth
of work study money it would be
impossible for them to earn that

Aegis seeks change
in Caucus ruling

Gallen 's pl~n gets
governors' support

. students; in 19.76, 33 percent were
By Doug Black
Elizabeth Knight, editor of non-undergraduates, and in 1977,
literary
magazine 14 pt;rcent were non-underUNH's
"Aegis," wants to be free to pub- graduates.
"I see this as a trend toward
lish· the work of any member of
the UNH community to produce a more undergraduates being
magazine of "quality and published,'' he said.
"And we're just saying that
stature." ·
Michael St. Laurent, a Student graduate students or those not in
Caucus member, says only arti- school · at the time-can't be in
cles by stitdents who pay the Stu- - Aegis," said St. Laurent. ,
Knight @estioned the veracity
dent Activity Tax <SAT) by which
Aegis is run, should be published. of St. Laurent's figures, and said
Only undergraduate students his statements about the non-undergraduates who have written
pay the SAT tax.
~
St. Laurent proposed ·and had for "Aegis" are "the biggest
this measure approved at a Stu- crock."
"I don't know where he comes
dent Caucus meeting last month.
Knight, who claimed she was up with these ideas," she said.
Knight said Caucus's "internever notified of the meeting, is
bringing the issue to the floor of ference" in the publisb.ing of
"Aegis" amounts to a question of
the Caucus this Sunday.
"Every year that Student freedom of the press.
"It's such a trite and silly little
Caucus gets a new bunch of
'Caucuns,' and we have to ex- political issue,'' said Knight.
"But I'd like to get it over with
plain to them that thi~is a literary publication and not a play- and I'd li,ke to see something go
down in the books to protect us
ground,'' saidKnight.
"I mean, we're not fooling _ from this kind of editing," she
around here, and they want us to said.
become
a
yearbook
or ·· "As for censorship," said .St.
Laurent, "if that's what she
something,'' she said.
"The thing that she doesn't thinks it is she's wrong."
Knight said the quality of
realize," said St. Laurent, "is
that i[ you have a magazine ''Aegis'' would be hurt if non-unwhose concept states it is a source dergradua tes were excluded.
"We don't have that may
. of learning for students who
are jnterested in writing and serious writers around and the
having the articles published, ones we do have should have
then the students who pay for the serious outlet," she said.
"Our sole interest isn't in the
magazine should be the reciR_ients
quality of the magazine," St.
·of the opportunity."
St. Laurent said in 1975; 40 per- Laurent c'ountered, "but also the
.s tudent,s e~joy ~ che;it on a sunny bench . in yesterday's balmy weather. More photos,
cent of the writers published in learning experience of the undert · ; Two
pagf 51 (J~9 Bn,f:la~h~r, pbQto)
.
.
"
.
·
'
'
•
,
graduates1
"Aegis" were non-undergraduate
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campus calendar
FRIDAY, March 2
BAKE SALE: Memorial Union, 9 a.m.-3 p.~. Sponsored by
the Seacoast Celacean Society.
SEMINAR ON NUCLEAR AND PARTICLE PHYSICS:
"Quantum Ether Friction," Professor Barry Harrington,
Physics Department. Room 304, DeMeritt Hall, from
1-2 p.m.
THE UNH MARI.NE PROGRAM DOCENTS PRESENT:
"Submersibles: Past, Present, and Future," a slide show by
UNH Professor E. Eugene Allmendinger, naval architect in
submersible design. During World War II , Allmendinger
was stationed at the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard where he
~upervised the constrµction of submarines of the so-called
"fleet boat" class. Elliott Alumni Center, 7 p .m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "Major B,,arbara," the comedy by
George Bernard Shaw. Johnso n Theater, 8 p.m. UNH
s tudents / senior citizens/ military $3; general admission $4.
MUB PUB: Thundertrain , rock and roll, 8 p.m .

SATURDAY, Maren 3

SIXTH ANNUAL JAZZ FESTIVAL: A full morning and

'·

afternoon of school competitions . Bands and combos will
perform in the Memorial Union; choirs In the Bra tton
Room, Paul Creative Arts Center. General admission to any
or all of the day' s· events $1 at the door; free to UNH
students and participants .
RUSSIAN DEPARTMENT PRESENTATION: " People and
Places of the Soviet Union," a lecture on Tashkent, the
capital of the Uzbekistan republic. Bill and Harriet Fierman
of Harvard University will share slides and stories of their
year in Tashkent. Marston House (Foreign Language Mini
Dorm), at 7:30 p .m. Open to all.
'CONCORD STRING QUARTET: Fourth in a series of six
Beethoven concerts. Program : Opus 18, No. 5; Opu s 18,
No . 2; and Opus 133. Durham Community Church, 8 p . fn.
Tickets $2. Sponsored by the Durham Community Church,
the UNH Celebrity Series, and the UNH Fund.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "Major Barbara." John son
Theater, 8 p. m. UNH Students/ senior citizens / military $3;
general admission $4 .
MUB PUB: Thundertrain, rock and roll, 8 p.m.

SUNDAY, March 4
DURHAM / UNH FIRE DEPT. OPEN HOUSE: Durham
voters are invited to view present inadequacies of the
station, and to ask questio'ns relating to the present station
and to the proposed station. Refreshments will be served.
Campus Fire Station, from 1-5 p.m.
SIXTH ANNUAL JAZZ FESTIVAL CONCERT: The Seacoast Big Band will open the concert, followed by performances by the UNH Jazz Band and guest artists Bobby

Cadet fulfills dream to fly
By Joy ,Bleakney
Since she was ten-years-old
Sarah Goodrich has thought ''I'd
love to learn how to flv, but how
will I arrange it?"
·
Her question has finally been
answered.
Goodrich, a sophomore , civil
engineering major, is the first
woman ROTC cadet from New
England to be accepted for
navigator1 training at Maxwell
Air f<~orce base in Alabama.
"I haven't flown a lot, but the
times I have flown I've loved it,"
said Goodrich. "My big dream ·is
to be a pilot and hopefully this
(navigator training) will be a
stepping stone. Both Colonel ·
Wonald) Miller and Major

(Carl J Clark feel l have a good
chance of becoming one."
Patricia •Goodrich,, Sarah's
mother, is a New H~mpshire
native and graduate of UNH and
is pleased about Sarah's opportunit v.
"' "Sarah has wanted to fly for
manv
vears,"
said
Mrs.
li-oodnch~ "She flew from Boston
to Cleveland when she was little
and it .~ade a lasting impression.
Goodrich, from Newington,
Conneticut, joined ROTC her
freshman year because ROTC
scholarships pay tuition, books,
mandatory fees and a hundred
dollars a month. It also gave her
a chance to fly_::::_? <:_!'l~n_c~h: f~t

CONSUMER
EDUCATION

~----

spons0red by
the Office of Student Activities
'HEAL TH
;.1on., March 5, 8 p.m.
Senate-Merrimack Rm.
·Dr. Peter Patterson, physician, ,
Hood House
·
Dave Regan. Assistant to the
Director of Health Services
Jane Say, Pharmacist
Maynard Jackson, Dentist
Burt Hardy, Counseling psychologist
This panel will provide information
on selecting health services and
professionals. The panel w~ll
specifically address generic drugs,
choosing a therapist, and typr--e~s~ of
dentistry.
___,.,,,,.7 .
II

...........

Program free and open to the public
All workshops held in Memorial Union Building
University of New Hampshire

1

Shew, on the trumpe't, and Ed Soph, on the drums. Johnson
Theater, 8 p.m. Admisssion $3.
PROJECTIONS: "Lady $ings the Blues," directed by Sidney
J. furie, and starring Diana Ross, B·illy Dec Williams, and
Richard Pryor. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 and
10 p.m. Admission 75¢ or MUSO Film Pass.
MtJB PUB: Rick Bean, oldi~s , 8.p. m.
1

•

she would not have in the civilian
world . .
Goodrich took the Air Force officer's qualifying exam in October. The exam is required of all
recruits entering ROTC.
It's...split into two parts: the first
part, which is mandatory,
takes two ·and a half hours to do
and is for non-flyers. The second
part, which is optional, lasts
about three hours and deals with
flight and navigation.
"I did well on the navigator's
part of the exam but not so well
on the pilot 's exam ," said
Goodrich.
The results of the exam , informalion about Goodrich, her SAT
scores, her activity in the corps,
and a letter of recommendation
were then sent to Maxwell Air
~,orce , where her application was
reviewed.
A navigator is part of a three to
four person crew , and is responsible for telling the pilot where to
go, according to Clark .
"I know very little about
navigation," said Goodrich , "l
have talked to a woman officer at
Pease A1r .t< 'orce base who is a
celestial navigator for a KC135.
. She navigates using the·sfars and
vectors--but I know little about it.
"Women aren't allowed i'n
combat at present so I'll probably
navigate military air-lift aircraft
and cargo planes.''
Robert
Goodrich,
Sarah 's
father, is a Vermont native and
also a graduate of UNH. Mr.
Goodrich is a senior research
scientist working on advanced
energy conversion at New
England Utilities and said he 's
delighted.
"I have mixed feelings about
Sarah becoming a pilot, but
basically I'm for it," he said.
"I'm for anything if she does it
well.''
, Goodrich, who originally wanted
to be a nurse, said she isn't
sure if she wants to make a
career out of the military .
''I'll have to wait and find out
what it has to offer,'' she said.
Goodrich said she will be in the
military five or six years . ''I'll
finish . coHege, go through my
training, then serve five years,"
she said.

ae lS

MONDAY, March 5
CELEBRITY
SERIES--NEW
YORK
NEW
MUSIC
ENSEMBLE OPEN REHEARSALS: Music Wing, Paul
Creative Arts Center, 1-4 p.m. Rehearsals continue on
Tuesday, from 1-4 p.m., and 7-10 p.m. , and on Wednesday, from 9 a.m.-12 noon, l-4 p.m., and 7-10 p.m. Rooms
to be announced. Details will be posted on PCAC bulletin
boards.
CELEBRITY SERIES--SYMPOSIUM ON
CONTEMPORARY MUSIC: With members of the New York New
Music Ensemble and the UNH Music Faculty. Mark
DeVoto, moderator. Room 1 M223, Paul Creative Arts
Center, 8 p.m.
CONSl MER EDUCATION PROGRAM: This week's
focus: "Health." l'anel will provide information on selecting ·
health services and professionals, and will specifically
address generic drugs, choosing a therapist, and types of dentist_ry. Senate-Merrimack Room, 8 p. m. Sponsored by Student Activities.

ls 110w ucccpti11g poetry and
j ictin11 for tlic ~pri11g i.'~ suc

DEADLINE for sulm1is~io11s is
B1:/11g your work to: Tlze Stildenf Press ,

Rm. 153, M. U.B . .
DEADLINE Extended To
Marc'h 19th

BE SURE TO INCLUDE:
The Ne\\' Hampshire (USPS :l7!l-:mo ~is published and dist· ihuted s(•mi - \\eekl~·
throu~hout the academic year. Our offices are loeate'd in Hoom Lil of tlw
Memorial Union 13uildin~. UNH. Durham. N.11. O:l82-t . Business offiee hours :
Tuesda~· and Thursda~· l to :l p.m .. Wednesday and Frida~· !J a .m . to~ p.111.
Academic year subscription : $!l.OO. Seeond class posla;_\e p;lld ~11 Durham.
N.11. o:m:N. Advertisers should elwck their ads tlw first da~-. The '.'\e\\' llampshire \\'ill in no case lw responsible !or t~· po~raphical or other errors. bu.I \\'ill
reprint that part ol an adH•rl isement in whieh a typo~rnphical error ;ipp(•;1rs.
ii notified immediate!~· - POST\L\STEH: s1·1ul ad1h·1·ss d1a11gt·s to Tht• \t'\\
llampshin·. Boom . l:il. \ll' B, l ':\'11. l).11rham . \ .II. o::s:!I. ll.000 rnpiPs pt·r
iss111· printt·tl al ( 'ourin Puhlishi11g ('o .. Bod1Pslt'1" :'\ .11.

* * * 11a111e
***address
* * * µlione
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The Spring thing ...
II 11
l

... everyone was doing it this we~k as
temperatures -- and spirits -- soared to
new heights. It's still only March, and a
snowstorm or two may still be- on the
way ... '1ut that only made the unseasonable warmth all the more appealing.
The coats came off and the smiles
broke out as, clockwise from top left, a
hound scouted around, Demetrius
Poulios and Nancy Veal basked in the
sun, a cat attacked the melting ice,
Charlie Morend crunched on a cone,
and Pike brothers took the truck out
for a spin. More cold may be on the
way, but for now, the spring thing is
king.

Photos by Bob Bauer
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said. "i just want to get this
through."
But Glasser said Onore's
position "could jeoprrdize the
commuter center. The two key
figures in this affair are not
speaking to each other-- and that can be called nothing but a
6-\:l p.m. Program includes supper·, old silent films, and
detriment." Glasser said he is
GENERAL
worship ser.vice. Gatherings held weekly every Friday.
still willing to meet with Onore.
ONORE-GLASSER
Glasser and Langdon are
CAREER
continued from page 1
working to secure funding for the
PRESENTATION ON BATTERED WOMEN AND THE
showing the Caucus a letter from center, which will have its
r.AREER EXPLORATION MODULE : Series 2 tLiberal
LAW: J. Harvey Campbell, Attorney, will speak on
Artsl, Module D: Locating Occupational Information.
Onore stating Onore's intention present funding expire in June.
battered women and current legislation which offers
This module will assist you Tn locath1g occupational and
victims of domestic violence civil remedies which do not
not to meet with him.
Glasser said he is "organizing
~2'.i~_t in the law. Wednesday, March 7, Murkland 110, at
career information. You will also take a career· interest
Neither Onore or Glasser would from the sidelines" to obtain fursurvey. Monday, March 5, Hillsborough Room,
7:30 p .m. Sponsored by Durham Women for Higher
release the letter, and Onore said ther funding.
Memorial Union, from 3-5 p.m .
Education <DWHE> and the Women's Center.
Glasser's
reading the letter to the
"Onore is the middle man with
ADULT SWIM: Classes will be held weekly on Mondays,
Caucus "confirms his irrespon- whom we have to deal," ·-Glasser
March 19-May 7, in the 1',ield House pool, from 8:30CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
sibilitv."
said. "Right now I'm forced to
9:30 p.m. Registration will take place Tuesday-Friday,
.,. Onore said "Student Govern- take a backseat in this."
INTER-VARSITY
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP:
March 13-16, in Room 151, 1',ield House, between the
ment has my complete support
Meeting, F'riday, March 2, McConnell 203, at 7 p .m.
hours of 8 a.m. and 4 p.m.
Cox said Glasser's MUB speech
Election of new officers, and evaluation of past year.
'- RAPE AND SEXUAL ASSAULT VICTIMS (WOMEN>:
and enthusiasm for the com- was "over and done with" and
U~H HORSEMEN'S CLUB: Meeting, Wednesday,
'Discussion/meeting open ·to all women who have been
muter center-- and I will work said Glasser "has been working
March 7, Kendall Hall, Room 202, at 7:30 p.m.
raped or sexually assaulted, Wednesday, March 7, in the
with responsible members of" in a dedicated and diligent way.to
Counseling and Testing Center, from 6-8 p.m. Come at
Business meeting concerning our spring horse show and
Student
Government."
The obtain funding for the commuter
other club activities. A movie 01; horse racing will be
that time or call 2-2090 for more information .
commuter center is a resourse center, and Jeff won't meet with
shown. Refreshments will be served. Everyone is
GAY WOMEN'S S\JPPORT GROUP: Meets Mondays,
center for commuter students him."
Schofield House, from 4-6 p.m. Sponsored by Counseling
welcome.
located on the ground floor of the
Onore said he will not talk to
UNH PSYCHOLOGY CLUB: Meeting, Tuesday,
and Testing.
.
March 6, Conant Hall, Room 104, at 1 p.m. The club will
YOUTH SWIM PROGRAM--INSTRUCTORS NEEDED:
MUB.
Glasser about either the co111be discussing the organization of the upcoming_synThe Department of Recreational Sports is now acHe will not meet with Glasser, muter center or Glasser's
posium on careers in psychology and graduate school
cepting applicalions for swim instructors for their
he said, because "I don't think speech. "I ·don't know what there
spring Youth Swim Program. Instructors must have
placement for psychology majors.
anybody, including students, can is to discuss," he said. "I do not
TRAPANDSKEETCLUBSHOOT : ~~ay,Mareh4.
-previous experience and hold a current- Red Cross W.S.I.
or should nave the option of have the time or inclination to
For more information. please call Matthew Knight at
certification. Applicants must be available all morning
harassing and berating a depart- train him in what may be the
Saturdays from March 24-May 12. Information and ap2-3512.
.
ment or individuals on one hand proper behavior in an inTESSERACT SCIENCE 1qCTION SOCIETY: Meeting,
. plications may be obtained from Pat De Coste, Departand asking for assistance in vestigation. I cannot see these
Monday, March 5, Grafton Room. Memorial Union,
ment of Recreational Sports, 862-2031.
from 7-9 p.m. New people welcome. Membership drive
almost the same breath."
soapbox activities going on."
discussion . All members please attend.
ACADEMIC
Onore said he has been working
Onore also ·slammed Glasser
ALPHA ZETA GENERAL MEETING: Tuesday,,
with other members of the Com- for criticizing Director of Student
March 6, l).endall 202, at 8 p.m.
SELECTION OF NEW PEER ADVISORS: WSBE
muter Committee1 which Glasser Activities J. Gregg Sanborn,
JUDO CLUB PRACTICE: Every Tuesday and Thursstudents interested in peer advising should stop by the
formed when he took office Jan. saying that in his speech Glasser
day, Wrestling Room, Field House. from 7:30-H:30 p.m.
Advising office in WSBE for additional information and
20.
"acted in the worst interest of
Instruction available.
· an application. Final interview date is March 4.
Don Langdon, a former com- Student Government, was an
FIGURESKATING CLUB: Every Tuesday and Thursmuter vice president and chair- embarrassment to himself, and
day, Snively Arena, from 12 :30-2 p.m. Figureskaters
RELIGION
only; all abilities. Dance and freestyle.
man of that committee, said he unilaterally attacked one of the
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION: Testimony
did not want to jeopardize his most active student advocates on
meeting, Tuesday, March 5, Rockingham Room,
relationship with Onore by com- eampus, Sanborn. I am not going
The "notices" section appears · in each issue of i·he
Memorial Union, at 6 p.m. Visitors are welcome.
menting
on Onore's refusal to to work with a student who is that
_New Hampshire. Please submit information to the
FRIDAY NIGHT GATHERING: Friday, March 2, pur, meet with Glasser.
irresponsible."
Administration Office, Room 322, Mem.o rial Union.
ham Community Church (Activities Room>, from
"I don't want to·get involved in
Sanborn, who is on vacation
the games down there," Langdon l this week, was unavailable for
comment.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Stevens said he has not aware
'WANT TO SPEND THIS SUMMER SAILING THE§
of the dispute between Onore and
CARIBBEAN?· THE PACIFIC? EUROPE? CRUISING § Glasser, but_said he, too, "was
§OTHER PARTS OF'.THE WORLD ABOARD SAILING OR.~ very upset with Jim's action" in
POWER YACHTS? BOAT OWNERS NEED CREWS
the cafeteria.
FOR FREE INFORMATION. SEND A 15f STAMP TO
Stevens said Onore's action "is
XANADU, 683:3 SO. GESSNER, SUITE 661, HOUSTON,§ a judgement decision by Jeff.''
Onore said Glasser is "the first
s.')i~~..q..q-..q,~.qa~~V!'/'l~~~~~.qa..q,~~
TX. 77036"
·
G..
student in three years I've
refused to meet with. I just feel
he is someone out there who is so
5-week classes start March 3 and
irresponsible that I won't get inVOLUNTEER SUMMER PROGRAM
volved with him on a different
end April 7. Lessons held at
issue."
the Dover pool on Sat. nights
June 23 - Aug. 11, 1979
Glasser, however, said "I feel I
from 6-10 pm (off kari-van route)
am bei,ng abus~d. I was acting in
the most responsible way I could
The. program combines th.e experience of Christian
as
a representative of students. If
All equipment supplied except:
community living with volunteer service. to the
Mr. Onore coµld come to grips
mask, fins, and snorkle.
with the fact that I am a
poor. It challenges young men to examine their
representative of students per$20 discount to UNH students
Christian call in the context of a lived experience.
forming
my job, all this could be
and faculty with I.D.
It is · open to single Catholic men, 18-30 years of
resolved."
class space is limited
"The funny thing about this,"
age. Board, room and spending money are
Cox said, "is that they have never
contact: Keith S. Callahan
provided. Write or call Jim Robichaud, OMI, 100
even met."
NAUI 4450

•
notices

Dispute

I

r

t

Scuba Diving Lessons

Cushing St.,
(617-924-9110).

431-7636

Cambridge,

MA.
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§

for

Travel
Careers

announces

•TRAVEL AGENT •AIRLINE AGENT
•CRUISE LINE REPRESENTATIVE
•TOUR OPERATORS

.

- A 12 Week Course -

Pisco.dancing \Vednesday through Saturday f~aturing
~
DJs Mike.Nikitas and George Robinson ·
§
and
DON'TFORGET tomeet
§
your friendst in the Paradise on
§
§
Friday afternoons from 3-7
§

Taught in
EUROPE
for travel jobs in the

U.S.A.

l
§
§

~

&

TRAVEL SCHOOLS INTERNATIONAL

Vocational Training

~'

I

02138

THE CLASSES SPEND 3 WEEKS IN
EACH OF FOUR CITIES:

Stratford-upon-Avon, Gothenburg
Heidelberg, Florence
YOUR TRAVEL TRAINING
WILL QUALIFY

IN THE

·

41

·.see you at

-r~aitt °'St.

~urlz.am.

t}'V.CJI.

~~e

.

_.

·
'

. .~

YOU

FOR

EMPLOYMENT ANYWHERE
U.S~A.

SST Travel Schools International
18601 Pac. Hy. So. Seatt le , WA 98188
Call toll free for brochure
(800) 426-5200
F

•

•

•

•
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The liberal arts:•••••••••
not a dead end
MUSO PRESENTS • • •

By Nancy Carbonneau
As jobs become harder to get
upon graduation, it's especially
hard on liberal arts majors, according to John Phillips of the
Liberal Arts Advising Center.
"But it's not a dead end street"
said Phillips, "Career Planni~g
and Placement works closely
with students to find _personal
skills and then make the student aware of options and electives to build other related skills.
''There has been a certain
stigma attached to the liberal
arts major in the past, because a
lot of students haven't been able
to find jobs, but there really isn't
much truth to it."
"We just have to work harder
to find students strengths and
skills and use them in other
areas," he said.
George Abrahams, a liberal
arts counselor said, . "Career
Planning and Placement - have
files that are filled with vacancy
letters from corporations, companies, and agencies that can't
afford to send a recruiter on
campus. There are many social
service agencies and government
agencies who send announce-

nients. The liberal arts major
can find more jobs than are actually apparent.
"It is somewhat of a dilemma
as students try to split time between education and the skills
they would like to apply. So,
we want freshman and sophomores to go through career planning activities.''
Students have taken other
measures to help secure a · job.
The dual major has "skyrocketed" said Abrahams. "Paranoia for credentials and thinking
that two majors are better than
one has increased the interest,
but it <the dual major) may not
be as useful as they think.
He said students must have a
deep interest in their majors,
otherwise they won't be as productive.
"A person has to be the right
'type' for the job, irregardless
of the major.
The company
wants a student who is excited
about filling the job,'' he said.
Abrahams said, "Success and

LIBERAL ARTS, page 15

Photographers
Wanted

The

Hollo~

Reed

COMIC TRAGEDIANS

* An evening of entertainment including Comedy, Improvisation. Mime. Wordplay. Slapstick. Vaudeville. Sketches--All with music throughout.

TUESDAY, MARCH 6, 1979 8pm
Sfraff ord Room MUB
STUDENTS S. 75
NON-STUDENTS $1.50

especially for Tues. issue
Stop Mon. or Thurs.
evening, room 151, MUB
ask for Bob or Jan

(Tickets on sale now at MUB Ticket Office)

The University · of New Hampshire
· 6th Annual Jazz ·Festival

A MESSAGE FROM STVN

CONCERT
THE UNH JAZZ BAND

Video is perhaps the most powerful

with .
Guest · Artists

medium·known for communicating
ideas, information and entertain1.

ment. For a stimulating and
rewarding experience, participate
in our progra~ming series and productions. Membership meetings are
every Thursday night at 7:00 in the

BOBBY

SHEW

MUB, room 110. Our office doors are
THE

usually open seven days a week. Do
yourself a favor; get involved.

ED SOPH

plus
SEACOAST BJG

BAND

JOHNSON THEA'l'ER
Paul Creative Arts Center
Durham. NH
Sunday, March 4, 1979, Sp.m.
Admission: $3

Tickets: MUB Ticket Office
Music Dept. Off ice
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Cuisine" which detci.Hs an haute
cuisine chef who ignores the
usual trappings that accompany
that status.
The chef, McPhee said, " has ,
never stuffed
mushroom the
same way twice ."
One
nostalgic
excerpt
described the headmaster of a
New England prep school at the
turn of the c~ntury. McPhee
evoked, within several minutes ,
images of boys in bowler derbys
and girls in petticoats.
The headmaster, who held that
position at Deerfield Academy
for 64 years, was confident he
would get the job "because he
was the only one who applied,''

McPhee reads . his work

a

McPHEE

reminds drinkers of "a slab of
bacon ."
·
"A lead should not be cheap,"'
McPhee said when he introduced
himself. He noted that a great
many stories begin with , "a great
fanfare of trumpets and then a
mouse comes out of its hole. "
McPhee's
selection
was,
however, a fanfare throughout.
He read from his recent New
·Yorker article "Brigade de

continued from page 2
groundskeeper, who referred to
center court as a " blessed piece
of lawn." All his apprai$als of the
tennis players, McPhee said,
"depended on the point of view of
the grass.''
Just as incisive ~was his
humorous rendering of a Scottish
distiller whose brew, McPhee said

Euell Gibbons, a naturalist who
found 1our edible weeds in the
President's garden at the White
House and growing in flower tubs
at Rockefeller Center.
McPhee's command of the
English language was evident
especially in his lists. From Gibbons ' recipes he selected, " buttered da-ndelion hearts ...scalded
milkweed buds .. . wild leek dressing ... and hickory maple chiffon pie. "
He - also
captured
the
knowledge of others. An Alaskan
dog-sledder told McPhee in
"Coming Into the Country," that
Americans are killing themselves with "white flour, white
sugar, and soda pop.''
McPhee described people by
using terms that affect their
everyday lives. In detailing the
scalp of one Alaskan's head, McPhee chose the word, "his North
Pole."
Hills, to the Alaskans, are
mountains higher than Mt.
Washington, Mt. Katahdin, and
Mt. Mitchell, the highest peaks on
the Eastern Seaboard, McPhee
said.
Woods, to a resident of the 50th
state, are "wildernesses beyond
the general senses of the word.''
McPhee's superb storytelling
renders him a writer beyond that
. general sense.

McPhee said.
McPhee's reading, given in a
mellow, slightly gravelly voice,
was threaded with subtle humor.
His tale of one of Macbeth 's
descendants drew laughs from
the audience when he described
the man (who lives in Searsdale,
New York,) drinking from a
plastic cup at a formica table.
McPhee read a folksv tale of a
thoroughbred race horse named
Windmill, who ran past the finish
line for two miles, "for the sheer
joy of it." The narrative seemed
to do the same thing--yet it was
descriptive and realistic.
·
Small , realistic anecdotes
were founci in his reading about
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11 :30 am-2 pm for Lunch
4:30 pm-8:30 pm for Dinner
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4:30 pm-9:30 pm for Dinner

2 pm-9 pm
4.pm-9 pm
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to
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Arc you concerned about equal opportunity
and access to higher education at UNH·?

·Battered Women
and;;T he Law

A five-member team from the Office for Civil Rights of the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare will be on
campus from March 5 through 9 to review the University's
compliance with federal laws prohibiting discrimination on
the basis of race, national origin, sex or handicap.

March 7

If any student, faculty, or staff member would like to speak
to a member of this review team, they may do so at any of
the drop-in locations and times;

Room 1·10 Murkland
J.

~::::lliiol=-l~F-1

§

Elliott Alumni Center 1927 Room
Dimond Library Room 013
Spaulding Life Science Center Room 102
· Thompson Hall Room 302A

Campbell Harvey, Attorney for the
Nlanchester Office of N .H. Legal
Assistance will speak on battered
women and current legislation

Tuesday, March 6, 1-3 pm
Wednesday, March 7, 3-5 pm
Thursday, March 8, 10 am-12 no~n

which offers victims of domestic
violence civil remedies which do
not exist in the law today

If you would like to schedule an individual appointment with
a review team member, or desire more information about
the team's visit, please contact:
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There are 21 ESD members out

of 250 UNH hospitality students
Honor group · this
year. l<"'orrester estin:iated

HONOR GROUP
continued frorr. page 2
Forrester said the University
of Hawaii and a school in Connecticut plan to join ESD . .
The top 20 percent of the junior
and senior hospitality majors are
eligible to join ESD. Dues are $25
for a two-year n1emhersi1ip.
Alumni· pay ~ 15.00 a year, which
entitles them to receive a newsletter and keep their resume in
the bank for free.

EXCELLENCE IN MANAGEMENT

that 15 to 20 new members will be
inducted at the end of this year.
Among the services provided
by ESD will be exchange pro-·
grams with other hotel schools,
guest lecturers, and a scholastic
journal.
ESD and the hotel school will
have booths at the Boston Hotel
Show in April. Linda Lecompte,
an ESD member, is in charge of
one of the booths. " We will be
representiAg UNH and promoting
the UNH hotel program as well as
ESD," she said.

IFYOU HAVE
• The willingness.to work hard
• A Strong desire to succeed
IFYOU ENJOY
• A fast paced environment, exciting
and dynamic people ...
A CAREER WITH STAR PROVIDES
• An Excellent Starting Salary
• A Profit Sharing. Progral'Tl
• And Many Other Benet its

~

PLUS MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

~

March 2 & 3: Sorcerer

q

• Great on the job training with
Star's management team.

rviarch 6-11: Skinny Kid

JOIN STAR MARKET'

TU.ES - Beggars Night
WED - Ladles' Nigh!
~. . .111!1'.. "';STAR WILL BE ON CAMPUS

.....

If you are unable to see us on
campus forward resume to :
Personnel Manager
Star Market Company
625 Mt. Auburn Street
Cambridge, MA. 02138

o hur
STVN

Relax and enjoy traditional food uniquely prepared
in a romantic country setting at the Oar House. Continue
the relaxation of the evening by enjoying the entertainment downstairs in o'ur elegant new lounge - The
Paddle Pub.
·
Lounge entertainment for this weel~ is Fri. & Sat. March 2 & 3

Two for the Road Vocal Trio

STUD·E NT·TELEVISION
NETWOR~

The Oar House will be closed Morch 4}hru 8.

SUNDAY MATINEE - BIG SCREEN TV
STOKE HALL, 1-6 PM
TUES. & THURS.--7-11 PM in

Available for functions
For reservations call 7 49-2233
rte. 4 portland ave rollinsford nh

OAR HOU-SE

Commuter Lounge
MONSTEJ<S. Tl-ll\//,LS & CHILLS wit/1. ..

"THE LOST WORLD"
"THE DAY THE EARTH STOOD STILL"
plus: SI-JOI\ TS1 CARTOONS a11d a SPECIAL FEATURE

UNH HOCKEY HIGHLIGHTS ,
A RECAP OF THIS S_EASON'S EXCITEMEN_T
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editorial---Communication, breakdown
Jeff Onore is upset.
He's so upset, in fact, he .is refusing to even talk
.to the man he's upset at: student Vice President for
Commuter Affairs Jim Glasser.
None of this would be newsworthy but for the
fact that Onore, as assistant director of student
activities, has administrative responsibility for
dealing with the commuter center.
The rcommuter center is Classer's responsibility,
too .' He represents the 6,000 commuter students at
UNH, and he'd like to get them funding for an expanded, improved commuter center.
With Onore's refusal to talk to him, however,
Glasser is having a tough time making progress on the issue.
Onore has said he is happy to work with other
students on the commuter center. ·But not Glasser.
The result is 1hat Glasser is directing student
efforts on the commuter center from the gallery.
His emissaries talk to Onore, then talk to_ him.
Then they go back to Onore.
This system of communication might work . It

might not. One way or the other, it is still pretty
bickassward.
The rea~on for this communication breakdown,
Onore says, stems from Classer's speech in the
· MUB cafeteria on Feb. 13. He says Classer's discussion of the recent charges leveled against the
MUB Food and Beverage Service was biased, inflammatory, and irresponsible.
Glasser, on the other hand, says he was only
trying to fill students in on what was going on. He
says he was presenting known information to the
students. He says that is his job.
It is true that communication with the students
is part of Classer's job. And, Jn making his
rnmments, he did fulfill that.
But it's also true that another part of Classer's
job is to bring student needs and concerns to the
administration. To do that, he needs a sym, pa the tic ear.
That he hasn't got.
Glasser could have fulfilled both aspects of his
job had he been a bit more ju,dicious in his

comments.
Clearly, it's too late for that. The next thing for
· him to do, then, is to discuss the problem with
• Onore and straighten things out.
Which puts the ball back in Onore's court.
Onore is mad at Glasser. Why.he is as mad as he
is is tQl!gh to fathom. But he is mad enough to
want to shut Glasser off entirely ,
For Onore to be mad at Glasser is one thing. No
one has asked the two to be buddies.
But for Ono re to refuse to speak to a man he has·
never even met--out of simple spite--is another
thing entirely.
It marks a lack of professionalism that e...ven
exceeds that which Glasser displayed in his
comments.
What G1ass~r and On ore think of each other
personally is irrelevant. What counts is the future
of .the commuter center.
And unless Onore relents and agrees to meet
with Glasser and hash out their differences, the
future of that vital issue will remain clouded.

A premature suggestion
UNH President Eugene Mills, in announcing his
decision to exonerate Dean Allan Spitz of grievances levelled against Spitz, said he hoped "we will
pufthis matter behind us. :."
Mills' suggestion , however, is a bit premature.
It is not yet time ·to forget about the Spitz
grievances, because Mills' final decision on the
charges and the recommendation of th e
Professional Standards Committee differ so
widely.
Mills, in calling Spitz's actions "appropriate in
the context of his administrative respons ibility as
Dean . .. " rejected the Committee's decision that
Spitz is responsible for "an intrusioQ into the
promotion and tenure process with the intention
of preventing their (the grievant~' ) free exercise of

Iett

independent professional judgement ... "
The committee goes on to recommend that Mills
take "immediate action to deal with these seriou~
attempts to violate duly recognized university
guidelines .for promotion and -tenure ... "
.
The committee's findings, reached after more
than four months of hearings and deliberations,
are very serious. They directly and cl€arly charge
Spitz with wrongdoing.
Mills, however, has chosen to pass by the
recommendation of the Committee that he take
"immediate action ."
· It may be that Mills, in his efforts to get the
issue "behind us," hasn't given the issue proper
consideration. It's also possible that, after long
consideration, he is truly convinced of Spitz's lack

e r s - - - - - p · r · o - f e _s_s-io_n_a_I-ad·m-in-is--t-ra_t_o_r_w_h_o_w_o_r_ks

Insult
, To the Editor:
The letter to the Editor signed bv
Doug Cox . et al, published on Feb. 2i
is_ an insull to my intelligenee. As ,;

unusually hard, long hours working
with and for students, I resent their
premise that I have forfeited my civil
1 rights by virtue of my employment at
this Univcrsitv.
If it were 'not for the students, I
would not have the most rewarding
job I have ever hud . But does this
mean that students own me? Cox.
Corson. Walker, Borden and Moore
know full well that their records are
secure from my snooping. Frank Car-
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The answer to these vital questions is up in the
air right now. But it is only when the reasons for
the divergence between the Committee's findings
and Mills' actions are known that the issue will be
truly'behind us.

document automatically becomes
public . Ur perhaps they feel that my
boss should trust my right to privacy
to their elete group . . After James
Glas.s er's irresponsible performance
as Town Crier, I hope not .
Since I have not yet been accused by
Rich'Kane, I will gladly show my evaluation to anyone with a valid reason to
see it. But if my boss should show it to
vou, rest assured that he will be
hearing from my lawyer, posthaste. -'
Donald I<,. Harley
Assistant Directo"r
Student Ac1ivities

judice. The Koran also states that
" God is forgiving and merciful. "
People who live in glass houses_
shouldn't throw stones.
Wayne l-Ialsema

California

We are two San Diego State students
who have lived in California most of
our lives. We do not have "styled haircuts" nor do we wear ''Hawaian beads''
around our necks, yet we consider ourselves average Californians. Why, you
might ask, do these two loose women
tend to deviate from the despicable
California norms of peace, love, happiTo the Editor:
ness, drugs and sex? The truth is that
In reference to your Islamic Repub- these supposed norms are nothing
lic cartoon in the Tuesday Feb. 21 New more than ignorant assumptions
Hampshire. Islam as literally inter- which only serve to support our beliefs
·~retcd is very strict on some matters .
that New Englanders are snooty,
However. during the eight years I was close-minded, and generally unfriendin an Islamic country I saw very little ly people.
·
rape. murder, theft or burglary. I saw
Your recent article on Californiano skid row winos nor did I see any students ("California Students feel
drunken college students throwing .up the Chill": Feb. 13> is not onlv inin public.
accurrate and biased, but clearly disYou may be forgiven for your pre- . plays the narrow-mindedness that y~u

Islarn

Sports Editor
Arts Editor
Photo Editors

Productions Associate

An important question is raised by that fact.
Does the grievance procedure at UNH work? If the
committee's findings are to be rejected by the
University president, why did the committee
bother to hold months of hearings?

To the Editor:

Editor-in-Chief
Managing Editor
Business Manager
News Editors

Photographers

Beth Albert
Gerry Miles
lee Hunsaker
MikeKelly ·
Nancy Co rbonneaL1
Gary Crossan
Dennis Cauchon
Marilyn Davis
Rosal ie H. Davis

ter 's recent successful suit a gainst the
Universitv should certainlv bol ster
their confidence on that matter.
Once each year. my supervisor and
I sit down in two one hour meetings to
complete and discuss a seven page
evaluation in whiCh we both,_with the
assumption of confidentiality, discuss
my accomplishments. failures. and
plans for the year. Student Caucus
implies that if any of my colleagues
wish to challenge my integrity or competence. that this confidential

of culpability, no matter what the Committee
says.
One thing is clear: -Mills' decision on the Spitz
grievan~e contradicts the findings of the committee that exists to resolve grievances.

Karen Freedman
Jim Carle
Gordon Colby

Lori Batcheller
Jane Clark
Caren Feldstein
Karen Lindsay
Valerie Lloyd
, NancyLoeb
Sue Wessels

Accounts Manager

Steve D'Alonzo

Billing Secretary

Diane Gordon

.

about letters
The ,\ ' 1•11.· Hampshire accepts all responsible lettc•rs to the editor and
prints tlwm as spaet· allo\\'s, but e<rnnot guarantee th(' inclusion of any
letter .
.
All it'tters must tw typed. double spaC'ed and a maximum of :ioo words in
order to lw p1 int <·d . All ll'lters art' suhj(•<·l to rrnnor <'<II ting. Final d<•ci ~ ior.
on il·tt<·rs an· tht • l'ditm":<
!\!ail Jettt•rs to : Tlw Editor . The .\i1•1\ Hrrn1rshi,-(' . I-loom l:il. ;\lemorial
L"nion Buddi;1g . l ' >:11 . ih1rham . '.\ .II . o:!824 .
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New Englanders are so noted for. We
are sure that you don't appreciate our
stereotypical assumptions any more
than we and 29,988 S.D.S.U. like ourselves appreciated your edited
remarks.
Many of the "quotations" that you
printed were obviously taken out of
context and pointed towards the
already widespread, prejudiced opinions that many easterners hold about
- Californians. Why is it that you all
seem so bent on proving that us Californians are all the same? Does it
bother you 1 that we can party, have
s.ex, and st ill live in peace and harmony? Do you have an unexplained
desire to surf? Are you jealous of our
tans?
We sincerely hope that -Mr. Douglas
Black learns through his in-depth interviews with this strange Californian
race that, yes folks, we are just as
normal as you, God save us. We are all
not the pot-smoking, "laid back" sluts
that Mr. Black depicted us to be. We
do have values, morals, and emotions
just like you all. The only difference
seems to be that we have happened to
find a proper balance while you still
seem to be teetering between Victorian attitudes .and College Town pantsuits.
Stay high, peace baby, lay back, Led
Zepplin and qualudes.
Cherie Ramos
Dylia J. Lang

DWHE
To the Editor:
We are writing to express our deep
concern and regret regarding the
manner in which the DWHE/WHE dispute has been cond':1c.ted. We would
like to ask other ind1v1duals and alltances not to encourage public support
of one side or another. The contest to
dat<.' is unfortunately more typical of
a ··cock fight" than an honest struggle
between two factions that have different points of view. We would also like
to support §eaceful .negotiation or arbitration as a d1grnl1ed means ol conflict resolution for these and other professional women's groups.
Women have historically h~d less
experience d(•alin~ i_n situatior~ of
public power, and it 1s our hope that
, .WllE and WHE will not resort to the
competitive and reactionary •methods
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\\'hich characterii'.t' the societv to
\\hi('h we object. i{ather. \\'C \\·ould
like to encour~ltW cooperation in a system which \\'ould allm\· both sides It)
;sl'I hack to the business of serving-and not fighting--\\ ome11.
April Weeks Korn
Janet Davis
Susannah Loeser
Donna Melillo
Ann Bliss

Kari-van
To the;Editor:
We are writing in response to Feb. 27
letter of Ginny Dunn and Kathy
Gr~mley. As Kari-Van drivers we feel
that vou failed to consider all our obligations to our passengers. Qur
primary duty is to ensure the safety of
our riders. When poor weather conditions prevail it is often impossible for
us to keep to our designated schedule.
We sympathize with your discomfort;
however, you must recognize our
responsibilities.
The newlv instituted Newmarket
run adds approXimately ten minutes to
our schedule. The road conditions are
extremely poor and to protect the life
of our passengers as well as our buses
we must travel slowly. We cannot
compensate for ,these delays by
leaving campus earlier; this would
penalize the students leaving Durha!ll.
Until a new schedule is implemented
you will have to be patient and understanding.
Karen Howe
Janet Kennedy

Change
To the Editor:
In today's not so large world of r~pid
change, where sometimes radical
change overnight affects the world's
humanity, we seek to find stability,
and a deeper meaning to our own life .
We seek to find relevancy, to achieve
a greater understanding of our own
sewes, to enrich o.u r lives and to ~elp
and respect our fellow humans m a
world where change is indeed the only
t~ing that is permanent. Many persons

"THE NEW
have turned back to the fundamental religions, or are finding new religions:··
manv do not know where to turn m
their search for the key to stability, to
deeper meaning and growth in their
lives.
The Durham Unitarian Universalist
J:<~ellowship, at 20 Madbury Rd.,
Durham, is a lay led, liberal. religious
society espousing a humanistic
religion built on personal human
values rather than on orthodox
theology. Here the search for religious
values, meaning, growth, and stability
in daily living continues through the
exploration of all the world's wisdom
... no final authority. Being religious is
encouraged by being true to oneself in
a search for the truth.
On Sunday, March 4, at 10 a.m.,
Rev. John Kolbjornsen will be the first
minister to speak in a "Visiting
Minister" series at the Fellowship,
and will speak on "Concerning 'a Free
and Di~ciplined Search for Truth.' "
Rev. Kolbjornsen has a B.A. in 1945
and a S.T.B. in 1955 both from Harvard
Universitv. He comes to us from Sioux
City ~ Iowa, and recently from Springfield, Vermont, having served as
minister to U.U. churches at both
locations. He presently resides in Newcastle, N.H. ·and is teaching in Portsmouth. He is married. and has four -

HAMP~HIRE SO\.UTION

children.
this semester:
All persons interested are most
The Student Governance Committee
welcome to attend the service with is in its final stages-of legislation. AfRev. John Kolbjornsen at the Fellow- ter the governance structure is in full
ship House.
- agreement between Dick Stevens,
Marcia J. Wilde Vice President of Student Affairs and
M.S. stµdent Student Government, the proposal will
Botany Dept. be sent to Student Caucus for its approval. The proposal will then be submitted to President Mills by March 11.
We are optimistic that the final ap. proval of the Student Governance,
Senate elections ·will take place at or·
around 15 April 1979.
The SAF, Student Activity Fee,
budget process has been completed by
the Student Caucus. The SAF will be
increasing by $.30 from $24.70 to $25.00.
This increase is largely due to the addition of a 10th SAF Organization, Cool
Aid, a crisis int-ervention service.
Students for the University is a
group of students who communicates
To the Editor:
This is our second in a series of letters the student interests of increased state
funding before the legislature. At the
to the editor.
Presently, the Student Government present time, they are running a letter
Commuter Center Committee is writing campaign with tables at the
negotiating with the administration MUB. Please write to your legislator .
for the funding for a Commuter Cen- now if you don't want to s~e tuition go
,
ter. We hope this Center will be a cen- up.
Doug Cox
tral meeting place for commuters as
Student Body President
well as a place which provides greatly
Cheryl Brown
increased services for commuters. It
Executive Vice President
is hoped that funding will be achieved

Colllllluter

he new- hainpshir-..-..
is now accepting applications for 1979-80 positions
We are looking for imaginative, responsible and dedicated
students for the foflo~ing paid posifions:

Editor-in-Chief

ManaQing Editor

Business Manager
Advertising
Manager
,
Arts Editor
Ad Productions Ma_n ager
Proquctions Associate

News Editors (2)
Copy Editor

Sports Editor
Photo Editor
Circulation Manager
Advertising Associates (2)

The new-staff will take over with our April 20 issue.
Deadline for applications is Thursday, March 29
ApplicationJorms are available at The -N ew Hampshire
Room 151, MUB. 862-1490
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Violence takes Front Seat

By Marilyn Davis
At a time when the death and
real-life violence have reached
climax after shocking climax,
Paramount Pictures has released
"The Warriors." The most controversial fi Im concerning
violence since "Clockwork
Orange"because of three youth
slayings connected with it, "The
Warriors" is a second-rate effort
that does not portray, but merely
exploits violence .
The plot of "The Warriors" is
simplistic and straight-forward.
A tough-talking , leather-vested
street gang called the Warriors is
invited along with every other
gang in New York City to a
massive mobilization headed by
an ebullient messiah figure
named Cyrus. He has dreams of
uniting all the New York Citv
gangs and controlling the city.
His dreams are abruptly shattered when he is gunned down by
a nameless, wild-eyed young man
who then blames the Warriors .
The rest of the movie concerns
the Warriors' efforts to get back
to their stomping ground, Coney
Island, while avoiding the street
gangs who now want to 'waste
them.'

-

"The Warriors" is a film
designed to excite, and violence
is the most obvious convention it
uses. Without a doubt, there is a
great deal of it. Bot tie and switchblade-wielding gang i:nembers
pummel and punch and kick each
other,policemen slam heads, and
a gang of tough-looking girls are
bro11ght into the focus and
svstemat1ca1lv throttled ov tne
Warriors . Tl1e violence, Z'vhich
elicits shouts and cheers from the
audience, is the real hero of this
film. But as brutal as the fi~hting
is in "The Warriors," there is a
sterilitv about it that is almost
ludicrous. It is the very meaninglessness of the violence that
created the exploitation in the
film: one wonders whv the dirN:tor didn 't include "Biff! ...
"Pow!" and ··slam!" signs
during the fi~ht sequences.
The other device used to excite
in ''The Warriors" is its visual
focus. which surprisingly, is
more effective than the violence.
The movie focuses on bright, often surrealistic images--the pink
neon of a ferris wheel, the slick
sensuality of a female D ..J. 's red
lips . Each gang wears its own
'colors,· and some of them are

.

ID

Warriors

, , '.'T~~e "".~rriors_." a new 1~10,·it• starring streetwist· New York City gangs is playing at the
In-( 1ty ( mema 111 Do,·er-Somersworth-Hoclwskr.
·
imaginatively terrifying . Th~
most effective are the Furies,
who wear baseball outfits, carry
bats. and cover their faces with
ghoulish makeup.
Obviously the director realized
that the acting in "The Warriors"
was going to take a back seat to
the violence: there is Ii It le
character development and an
almost universal namelessness.
Univ two characters have anv
real individual importance in the
film. Michael Beck plays Swan.
the arrogant, hawk-eyed leader

posedly wants something more
from life than gang-fighting and
squalor, but the resolution of the
movie is too lackadaisical for us
to beli-eve that he gels it. His
girlfriend is just whining and
petulent enough to be believable.
But believability is strictly
limited in "The Warriors.·· New
York seems to be inhabited solely
bv street gangs and policemen:
passersby are conspicously absent. Theatrical unity was
necessarv in "West Side Story,"
but in this movie the action looks

loo preplanned, the fighting too
stagey.
The most unfortunate thrng
about "The Warriors" is that it
makes no point. There were
numerous chances for the film to
portray t'he alienation of youth,
the squalo!· of the cities, the
reasons for rampant violence,
but the movie ignores any serious
focus and remains as colorfullv
simple-minded as a comic book . ~
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Friday,

March~

Tl1e !1igl1/igl1f of the wee/,c1u-f is ' tl1e Si:1..tl1 All111wl ]mz Ftsti'i.111/. 01. 1 cr a tl1011salld 111iddlc school
11111sicians fro111 all oi.1er New Englalld ·will co111µetc in big l7t111d . co111ho alld choir ct1fegories.
Two jazz. c11sc111hles will perfor111 i11 concert.
clinics will be !1eld, and the Seacoast Big Balld will
perfor111 Sullday night.
At 2 p111 today .t)1erc um! h.' a clioral clinic in tl1c
Brattoll Recital Hall colldurted l1y Robert Stm11hnck, head cl1om1 judge for tl1e ft'flii. 1al. Stm11l1ack
is cliainlll111 of the 11111sic dcpart111c11t at Ln/,e
Braddoc/, Secondary School i11 Virginia; his
singers took top l101lors at a jm: festi1. 1al !1cld i11
Harrisb11rg.

Tlie reig11 of t/1e street. gallg is 11ot 6;,1cr - ~ llt least
llOt i11 tlie boll/I\/ Britis /1 Isles. Ste1. 1e .Morse of tlzc
Boston Globe says,
"So111e'1t>w . altl10ugl1
Ellglmufs eco110111~1- is ill slu1111bles , tl1c co11lltry is
g1"1 1i11g 11s its ln st 11111 sical cJ.po(ts ill years."
Ultravox! appears at the Parndisc, 967 Co111111011·w ealth Alic., Bostoll , 8:30 p111 , 53.50. Coll 2542052.
1

/

nt 12:30 µ111. Slic-w will !1old £1 trz1111µct clinic nt
·2:30: Sop/1 , l1 dru111 clillic nt 3:30: Gallan~a µiallo
clinic at 3:30 £1/ld Hunter. a bass clinic at 3:30.
The11, nt 7:30 µ111, the willni11g class 'A ' n11d 'B '
l1tmds loill oµen tl1e e11e11illg progrn111, followed by
a perfon11ancc of the UNH ·)mz Bm1d feat11ri11g
Bol1l1y Slww mid Ed Sop/1. Awards will be µresented to tl1e /Jl~rticipnti11~ st11de11ts . At latest llotice,
tickets were sold out.
Major-Barbara's Inst e1.1eni11g. 8 µ111, at tl1e Jolillsoll. 52 nnd 53 for studenVmilitaryl se11ior citizells;
53 nnd 54 gcllcml.

Blue Lights, a 7-piece rl1ytl1111 a11d l1l11es hmd
aµpcnr nt the Stone Ch11rcl1 tonight. Bluesy t1111c~
fro111 first to last. SJ .50.

Theatre by tl1c Sea presents t1 children 's µr-oduction called Go Jump in the Lake. Features a dragoll
who call 't breathe fire mid a skunk w/10 squirts
perf11111c. Misfits 1111ite! SJ for childrc11 alld $1. 50
for adults; 011L~ 111atinee, 1 p111_. Cnll 431-6660.

Watership Down, a really fille m1i11wtcd fil111 at
the Frnnkli11, 6:30 a11d 8:30 p111. Based 011 the l·al1bit co111111unity i11 Riclwrd Admns ' 1101. 1C'I.

Watership Down i11 a 11.1atillee perfom11Jnce
showi11g at the Frank/ill , 1:30 p111, also again at ·
6:30 a11d 8:30 p111.

Major Barbara at tl1c Johllsoll Thcntcr co'l1ti1111cs
its Sah.1atio11 An11y prm1ks, 8 p111. 52 and 53 . for
students/ 111ilitary1senior citizens; ge11cral, 53 n11d
S.J.

The Collcord Strillg Qunrtet ill the fourt/1 of its
Bcethovcll string qunrtcts at tl1e Durlu1111 Co1111m111ity C'111rcl1 . 8 p111. Tickets 52.

Autumn Sonata, lng111ar Bcrg11u111 's classic fi/111 ,'
at E. M. Loew's Cini..'111a iii f>orts111011th; 7: 10-9: 10
p111. Ca/1436-2605.

Tl1c rrcss Roo111 111 rorts111011tl1 l1as· Fo:1.firc . a
lilucgrass ba11d.
Tl11111de-rtrnin. rock 'n roll at 1'(1c MUB r11l1. 8
p111.
For Bostongoers, a New Wave band from England, UJtravox! in a debut performance at the
Paradise. While even Berkley has been disappointing for the hot New Wave rockers. (Singer
Joe Strummer from the Clash said backsta~e at
Berkley, "It's a university town. They're a bunch
of snobs ... n), the New Wave sound is here to stay.

FoJ.firc Muegmss nt the rrcss R.00111 111 rorts11l<)11tl1.
.. Lad)' Sings the Blues .. is MUsO·s feature
on Sunda~· night: Diana Hoss star~ in an
Academ~· Award winning role: 7 and JO pm.

Saturday, March 3
The Jazz Festival continues with competition at
8 am. Class '~'?ands c~mpete in the G_rflnite S-tate
~oom; Class B bands in the Strafford Room, the
Jazz. com~os in the commuter lounge, and the jazz
chozrs will perform in Bratton Recital Hall. Free to
all UNH students; $1 for general audience.
·
Non-competitive events include the "4 o'clock
Jazz band" in the MUB cafeteria at 10:30 am.
Gu~st 'artists Bobby Shew and Ed Soph will host
~ an improvisation clinic in the _Granite Sfate Room

Hlue LisJ1t s at tl1e Stone Clz11rcl1 again.

·

The Ramones, David Johansen Group, Willie
Alexander and ~he Neighborhoods, ·at. the Orpl1c11111, Ha111ilton Place. Boston. 58.50 , 57.50.
Call ..J82-0650. Tickets nt Tickctro11, Strawberries
and Out-of-Tm.011.

Sunday, March 4
MUSO 's projcctin11s fent11rcs Lady Sings the
Blues, tl1c Billie Holliday portrait l1y Diw1n Ross
which ·wo11 fi1.1e Acadc111y Au1urd 1lo111illntiolls,
wit/1 Ross. as "best actres!:'c." 7 t111d 10 p111. S. 7S- or
_.:;caso11 pl1SS. (The sa111c as Dersu Uzala, at 10 µ111 -- - •
sorry!)
$AMPLER, page 14
. \
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Marjorie Mersereau as Major Barbara and Marc Jobin as the scrupulous Andrew Undershaft, her father, in the University Theater production of George Bernard Shaw"S "Major
Barbara.''
,,

Major Barbara

Feet of clay-- · and
Shaw's knife-edged wit

by Marilyn Davis
The University of New Hampshire Theatre's production of
George Bernard Shaw's Major
Barbara opened on stormy
Monday night to a dismally small
audience. Perhaps the lack of
spectator support disheartened
the actors, for the performance
was an undistinguished one.
Shaw's wittv tale of social conscience pits "the poverty-hating
cannon-maker Andrew Undershaft against his moralistic
daughter Barbara as he attempts
to win her affections. The production lacks the driving spark
needed_ to give it impetus. The
play is not a failure--there are
some verv well-done moments-·
but too often Major Barbara
seems to have feet of clay.:. .
The pla_y opens with marchers in Salvation Army outfits delivering a desultory rendition of
"Onward Christian Soldiers." The
use of slides as staging techniques
was first developed by political
dramatist .Bertol Brecht. The
University production's slides
of hungry-eyed waifs, victorian
buildings, and pompadoured
ladies, shown before each act,are
given no explanation and do not
enhance the mood.
.
The costumes by Gilbert P.
Davenoort and the scene_design
by Lois Rhomberg we_!:e distinct-

ly Victorian; both Davenport - beau Charles Lomax, provides
and Rhomoerg did a satisfactory the enthusiasm that the . show
job of establishing the mood.
needs and desperately lacks.
The action of the play is, for the Hysterically inept as Lomax,
most part, watchable and Proctor delivers his lines with a .
humorous. Shaw's barbed, in- keen sense of timing and effect.
tellectual wit emerges relatively
Barbara's beau, the scholarly
unscathed, and the banter be- Adolphus Cusins is played adetween characters is enjoyable.
quately, but wit~ little strength
The acting is adequate and oc- by Micheal Walsh. Althea Honcasionally very good. Marc Jobin drogen is exuberant as the kindly
shines as Andrew Undershaft, the Rummy Mitches; Joseph Falocarrogant munitions maker. Jobin co is satisfactory as an egotistiis confident and precise as his cal and didactic Snobby Price.
character strives to win the heart
Demonstrating the talent that
of his grown daughter, Barbara: earned him the title role in
Suzanne Cornelius is hmborous Scapino, Scott Severence plays
as his wife, the domineering lady the avenging Bill Walker with
Britomart.
humor and intensity. Severence
Majorie Mersereau is an un- is scathing as he taunts the fallen
effective Major Barbara Under- Barbara with the words, "What
shaft .. As the hardworking, soul- price salvation?"
saving Barbara. Mersereau starts
Despite the moments of good
out strongly, especially during acting, the show needs a firmer
Act II when she attempts to con- grip; too often it ambles rather
vert the pugnacious Bill. Walker than marches forward. Shaw ininto a saved Salvation Army tended Major Barbara as a
statistic, but fails during Act III. social commentary; but the
when she substitutes strength preachiness of the third act, eswith melodrama.
>v
pecially on Mersereau's part, is
Keith Tarleton is appropriately extreme. The emotions come not
stiff-necked as his son, the pro- from the heart, but from the .
pri etous Stephen Undershaft; mouth.
Hannah Murray says very little
With some added impulsion,
as Sarah Undershaft, Andrew Major Barbara could be a highUndershaft's other daughter.
class production. As it. is, the
rambling quality of the play
Along with Marc Jobin, Mark
Proctor, as Sarah's gawking sabotages its effectiveness.

.¥$''

Lois Rhomberg on the set she designed for "Major
. Barb~ra." <Bob Bauer photo>

Rhomberg des~ns
f ~r Major Bar6ara
By Andy Coville
Lois Rhomberg, a senior thea- "Oifferent directors give you difter-math major, is a student who ferent amounts of freedom. The
has designed sets for major set designer's job is to fit the settheater productions at the Uni- ting to the theater, as well as to
verstiy of New Hampshire, a job interpret the director's intenusually performed by a faculty tions."
"I visualize the director's
member.
Rhomberg's current effort is _ style," says Rhomberg. "In the
the set for Major Barbara, a case of Major Barbara, the set
· p}ay by George Bernard Shaw is one of cut-down reality. This
which opened at Johnson Theater theatrical presentation style
this week. Rhomberg, a native of makes the audience think about
Maryland, has been interested in the play and its purpose.''
theater since high school. She . In all three of her sets, Rhombecame involved in UNH theater ~rg has projected a drawing on
as a freshman and worked as a a backdrop at the back of the
technical assistant for two~and-a stage. Her sets are small and un·
half.yrs. As a design student, she cluttered. Rhomberg adds, "With
has created the sets for plays cut down sets, you have to be as
such as A Funny Thing Hap- cautious about what you cut out
pened On the Way To the as what you choose to include.''
Rhomberg has encountered
Forum, and A Children's
some problems in lighting the
Musical.
Rhomberg has forqmlated her for~stage, an extra area that
own ideas about set design. "You covers the place the orchestra pit
have to. be careful when normally occupies. Rhomberg
designing a set," she says, "be- says, "Because it extends so far
cause it can easily detract from _ out, the forestage is difficult to
the play itself. The perfect set light. I do like using the foreonly says that the play is good.'' ' stage, because it gets the play
Designing the set for Major right out to the audience."
Barbara is Rhomberg's senior
After graduation in May,
project. She admires Shaw for his Rhomberg plans to work in
character manipulation. "I like regional theater, which she
the idea of calling this play a dis- defines as "anything outside New
cussion play. Shaw was a great York City."
debater, and his characters
Rhomberg says, "The worst
reflect this. The characters point experience I've ever had was
to subleties, and that's really doing a half job on a play. Those
what Shaw is all about."
situations sometimes come up in
The set designer has to under- summer stock when you do about
stand -the intent' of his or her eight plays in a season. You 're
director. Lois , who has worked bound to run across a play which
summer stock in Baltimore says, you don't like and that's hard."

Discount Tickets at TBS

Joseph Falocco as Snobby Price gestures to Althea Hondrogen as Rummy Mitchens in
"Major Barbara." ~
. ..

Theatre by the Sea has introduced a new student rush
program which offers discounted
tickets for the last three plays of
the season. The Student Rush Offer knocks two (2) ·dollars off
regular box office prices on
Tuesday and Sunday nights for
students with IDs. The $4.50
Ockets are available on a first-

come, first-serve basis. Students
should arrive-a half hour before
-The offer is e:ood for ''Uncle
Vanya," which runs through
March 4, the love story "The Sea
Horse" (March 8 to April 15) and the
musical revue, "Starting Here,
Starting Now" <April 19 to May
27.) For more information call
431-6660.
•
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Warriors
exploits
violence
WARRIORS
continued from page 12

The only truly powerful scene
occurs when four obviously
wealthy, tux and prom-gowned
kids step aboard a subway with
the Warriors. The bitter class
contrast is apparent; for a
moment the emotions are real.
The
movie · ends
as
meaninglessly as it began. The
Warriors finally get back to
Coney Island, and there is some
vague murmuring about leaving
the dismal rlace and "reaching
some dis tan horizon'' (the scene
is complete with ocean and
suitably distant horizon), but the
audience knows that these cartoon characters aren't going
anywhere. Such a two-bit

resolution is a facade to cover the
movie's inadequacy. Unfortunately, the only plentiful thing
about "The Warriors" is exploitation.

WUNH PROGRAM GUIDE
91.3 FM 1',REEW AVES
REQUEST LINE: 862-2222
L.P. COMPLETE EVERY NIGHT AT 11:00:
FRIDAY: Dwight Twilley, "Twilley''
SATURDAY: Muddy Waters, "Muddy Mississippi Waters''
SUNDAY: Allman Brothers, "Enlightened Rogues"

"Ultravox ! " in silhouettee; British New Wave at the
Paradise.
SAMPLER

continued from page 12

MONDAY: Be Bop Deluxe, "The Best of and the Rest of BeBop Deluxe"
TUESDAY: George Harrison, ''George Harrison''
SPECIAL PROGRAMS THIS WEEK:

The final production of tlze jazz festivL11 is t/1e
concert at 8 p111. Tlze Seacoast Big Band opens
with mwtlzer performance by the UNH jazz band
and guest artists. Tickets are $3.

FRIDAY:
6-8pm Jazz on ''T. G. I .J.'' with Barry Weissman
ll-2am Theo Mitropoulos "rock 'n rolls" all night
SATURDAY:
6-7pm ''King Biscuit Flower Hour" featuring Atlanta
Rhythym Section and Eddie Money
7-lOpm Call in all your favorite requests on "requestfully
y,ours" with Scott Turnbull

Watership Down for a last showing at the
Franklin, 6:30 and 8:30 pm.
STVN vrcsents two classic sci-fi flicks . The Lost
World, brontosaurs and all, and The Day the Earth
Stood Still. A favorite of all conelzeacts?

SUNDAY:
6-9am Jonas Zoller brings you Christian Progressive
Music on "Morning Star Music"
9-12pm "Ideas and Options" with your host Marc Strauss
2-5pm Jack Beard features three hours of folk and
bluegrass on "The Folk Show"
5-6pm "Sports Talk"
6-9pm Curt McKail presents "All Star Jazz"
9-llpm John Plamer hosts "Blues Power"

Monday, March 5
Santana and Eddie Money at tlze Boston Garden , Causeway Street at 8 pm. Tickets. $9. 50 and
'$8.50. available at Ticketro11. Strawberries and
Out-of-Town. Call 227-3200.

MONDAY:
6-8pm "Evening Classical Concert" with Matt Cegelis
8-9pm Terry Monmoney is your host for "topics"
9-1 lpm-Cousin Richard brings you the best in ''Bluegrass"

Tlze New York New Music Ensemble will be in
reside11ce t/1e whole week. At 8 pm. tlie group will
join the UNH music farnlty to present a symposizun 011 co11te111porary_ music. Room M223.i11 Paul
Creative Arts Center. The vublic is i11vit"d

TUESDAY:
6-6: 40pm Barry Weissman features "Evening Classical Concert'
6: 40pm ECAC Hockey Quarterfinals with Jack Edwards and
Fred Carter
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Service ends with the 5 pm runs
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Friday March 9th

l

There will be no service_on the following dates
March 10, 11, 12 & 17th
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The same schedule will apply on all routes
March 13tli - 16th
All Routes
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7:00 & 8:00 am -- 3:40 & 4:40 pm

Regular Schedule resu~es Sunday
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Liberal arts

for rent
Uon·r - I Bedroom apt. for rent. Air cond.
available. Living room, bath, bedroom, remodelled and carpeted . Kitchen original
inc . stove-ref. $185.00 month plus elec & fuel
Insulated . Non-smoker pref. Parking for one
car . No pets . Tel 742-591!1before8:30 a .m . or
• late evenings. 3/2
Furnislll'd Boom for rt•nt. $135.00 month .
Limited kitchen and phone priv. Male, nonsmoker. l{oom 14. x 14. carpeted , walk in
closet. Quid student onl~· . Tel: 742-5!H9. 3/ 6 .
Two ht·tlroom ar>artment, stove, refrigerator
on Kari -Van. $210 plus utilities, call after 5
pm, 749-:l723, :l/ (i

roommates
I roommatt· lll'rdt·1L Spacious apt. in Dur-

lwm . :l min. wal~ to yamous. Lar;:;c kitchen
& Jiving room with llreplacc. $ll01mo. eve_rytllmg 11icl11clcd. Call Pete or Bruce at 868IOlfi. A va1l. immediatcl.\ ·, 3/ 2
:\t•t·d I roomnialt· to share 2 bl'droom apt in
Om·cr . $110/ mo. & elec. 4 miles from campus
on Karivan route . Call l{enee 742-!12116. He
pt•rsisl ant . :l/ ti
Hoommalt•d nt•1•tl h,- :\larch Isl. Pref. over
21. neat , clt•an. w/ sc·nse of humor. Uwn room
$100/ mo. and phone . K Concord St. Dover on
K-\'an. Call 74!1-2580 at 9:00 a.111. or after
10: :!0 p.111. Kel'P trying!!' :Vti

---classified ads--Hoots for salt•: Dunnam continental Tvroleans size 11-12. $10.00 and. brand new Dunham I Timberland type> size 9 1 ~ $15 .00 Call
659-2766after 10:00. 3/2
:\ikkormal FT;'\; C;1111t•ra for salt•. }<'or
beginner or Pro, Made by Nikon w/ Nikkor
50mm 1<'2 lens. $225 firm . Also Micro Nikkor
55mm, l<':l.5-22. $160 firm. Call Bob Bauer
'65\J-259:!. :l/6
Pair of He«kt•r Spt•akt•rs. Acoustic Air
Suspension S~·stem. Power rating :l5 \\·atts.
Excellent condition. Would like $50. but
· willing to compromise. Call Scott at 749-459-1.
:l/9
(iabba Gabha llt>\" ! Must sell 4 mon . old
Vista Silver Shado\, 10-speed . Cost $200 will
let go for $200 now . Black wi red trim. Call
Braaley 868-9678 or 2-1319. 3/ti
Goodvt>at' Polwstt-r Hadials - Beat the rush
for tfres this 'spring. 4 tires - BR 78-13 $25
each. Don't pass up this excellent opportunity! Call332-4800from 7am to9pm. 3/6
For Salt• Realistic Receiver Garrard turn
table. Realistic Sftcakcrs, lifetime guaran~~~:ll~~J~
toge her $450.00 or separately

fjJ1

lost and found
FOl':\I>: Sat. night Feb. :l, a Dupro watch in
area of Huddleston Hall on campus . Contact
Bill in Stoke 261 - pay phone 868-!18'i:l, hall
phone 862-2374 . 3/ !l

Oldl· :\ladbun La1w - 2 bedroom apt. to
sublet \\ / opt. 1·or .fall. Li\'ing room. Kifchen .
bath Lots ot clo;.ds. Laundrv downstairs .
No Pets . $220/ mo . plus electricity. Call 74\J-!:)!1-I . Scott . H.iehard. :l/ !I

:!II:! Central An. -St. Patrick's Uav Partiers
-- A navy-EMS down parka and cfass-5 blue
Vl'SI were picked up bv the wron;:: owners . If
know of whereabouts/· call 56!!-li:l{i;l -- Leslie
or Beth. We'recold. :l !I

cars for sale

LOST - Cross pencil , gold. near Kingsburv o
MUB. Engraved on IOJ? half. H found please
call 742-0634 . Will identify e:1graving . :l/ !I

For Salt•: 1!171 l\.lavl'nck, 4-door. 6 cyl. automatic just tunecl & inspeetcd. no rust. "'ood
ruhlwr. 2 SllO\\"S incl., nms \\·ell . $950 o/best
offer . Call -l:ll -tili-14. lea\'e message. :l/2

l.ost al t'11· Brnwn vs . U:\11 l1111·kt·\· (;amt'
Tues ay Night: One Blul' & Oran'•e'Sk H ·I
and one p.tir of Blue Ski Gloves . ft found or
taken by mistake please call Jil11 at 862-1400
or868-51!!4. 3/ 6

'ii \'.\\'.Karmann (;hia. forest green, exce.
cond .. tape cass . Must sdl, leaving area .
$1250.00 \J.J2-8252 or 868-7508 :J / ti
l!li:! l'onlia'· L1•111ans, 3 speed, 6 cvlinder .
High m1lea~e .but ~i~I~ dependability .. Started
.J'. G.D.,. .S. _c1!ld_l,'st. 5 speaker
stereo. New tires, alignment, springs, tune
up. $750.00 Call !142-5!I02 after 5. 3727

C\. r.v - ~1m~... !!J

For Sah·: DATS UN l!lili B210 Hone\'lwe. Exn•llent conditio11 $2200 or best offer : C~tll 4:lf47!1!• hdort• I I a .111. :l/ti
·
l!li I FL\T X-1!1. vcllow w/ hlack stripl'. 2
seater convertihie' lwardtop. Ne·\\· Radials.
AM·l'M stereo. 61K but car 1s Mint. $2,:l50.00
or B.H .1>. Greg;.( in :lJ:l 8ti8-9814 . :l/ !J
For Salt· l!li.I Pinto Wagon No rust. Ne\\'
Brakes , -! s1wcd $1!1110 or BU 7-12-8:l::i2 :1/ 2

for sale
1;001h1·ar l'olH·slt·r Hadials - Beat the rush
for ti'res this 'spri11g . -I tires - BH 78-l:l $25
each . Uon·1 pass up this excdle•nt opportunit~· ! Call :n2--1800 trom 7 a111 to !I pm . :l/ (i
. ~J~orh t·:t.1ni.1:111t•nt _-_ Skis~G~a\· ~s~ 100. f~ber
"' c1ss 1unuscd 1, $1:J. ;;kc1lts-C.C.l\I. size 8
$!0 : shin pads · Coo/ier. $10 : llockl'~: gloves $111 : Back pa ck' lli l'ry. $15 : s le~p1~g bagt\nny . --11w: $:!0: II Mark 861!-1088. Mb

c

For Salt·: I pair ol Ra ichle fn~es1~· 1e mens
ski bools . si zl' 8 l{ e~ . $lb:;. ask111 · $50. only
usl•d on e s e•a,..on Call Jim a? 8tiH-5 19-I
t> \'l'llill;.(S. : 1 1 ~11
1

Onl-'o TX1.-,110 Hl'l'l'in·r 60 walls . lll C !HO
, t n!tabk . TE ,(' A· lll(i ca sselll' deck . EPI
120 spl'a kers onl:• 4 months old . $!101~00 .:_\~ ~
s:-·st l' lll or sl'pa ra l<' pl l'l'l'" · l\l1kl'. Al 1-!2-db6.
:112:1
Turnlahlt· - Philips 21 2 E lel'l ron1 c turn ta ble·
OHTOFU'.\O c artnd ~ l' a nd St:- lus I yea r old
$!i:l or hl'sl ofl'Pr. 81i8-2:ili-I . Gu,· Gir<HI\ . :1/2

Thursday, March 8
Johnson .Theater, 8 p.m.
In residence
The Ensemble will be in residence for one week to play
classic works of the twentieth century and to introduce
new works of young American composers,
General public $6 / UNH students $4 in advance

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·-:·:·:·:-:<-::::::::::::::::::::

Lost ont· large tan down n·~t in Librarv . If
found please call 81i8-5194 . :l/ !I
·

l!lili Font E-1110 \ 'an Good Condition . New
n·ar brakes. 2 new tires sunroof l<'M 8Track. Man\· 111on· c•xtras ! Best offer Call
Mike 7-!!1-:l08ll artc·r Ii Lt•ave messagt• :l/ \J

Durham. NH 03824
Telephone: (603) 862-2290.
10 a..m. -4 p. m. weekdays.

New York.
New Music
Ensemble

\\'anlt•ll : ft-malt· roomnwlt• - own room
$tiO/ mo11th & utilili<"s . Avai able !\larch l. On
Kari-Van route in Dover 74\J-2466. 3/ 2

Winit·r Sh•al - 1!171Triumph650 ne\\· sprocket
tire, paint , forks. etc. l\lcchanic owned .
l:!.000 miles. man.•• cidra -<. A !aptastic bike.
Desp<"rate for mOJH',\'. must sell $700 or B.O.
i42-81!J..l . 3/ ti

of New Hampshire Celebrity Series

The . m~

LIBERAL ARTS
continued from page 7

failure shouldn't always be associated with getting the right job."
"For example, aerospace was
a big major a few years back,
but after they landed on the
moon, the market dried ,up.
-Many aerospace majors felt their
education was a waste~ it's a
shame they thought that ~ay,"
Abrahams said.
"A student has to look beYQnd
and not just look for the jOir.
It's a shame to feel waste,
because education is for yourself and something to be proud
of your entire life. Employment
trends m:iy <'h:ingP, sometimes
not by your choice, but a person
should always be proud of their
education," he said.

Univ~rsity

T\"t>ing: DissC'rlat ions. letters. resumes.
ri·ports. theses. IBM selectric. 22 yrs. exper1t•nce. 74!!-26\J2. :l/2
PL\:\I l l.ESSO:\S - Member NUPT -Trained
at MOZAHTEUM in Salzburg-, Austria . :lo
vcars experience teaching in Dover. N.H ..
l<'t. Lauderdale. l<'lorida and Augsburv. Germany. All lessons at two pianos. Tel: 7425\Jl!I. 3/:lO
Proft•ssional Editor. Manuscripts of all types
86H-2557. 3/ 2
Fast, an·uratt· l\"lling of vour manuscript. 20
pound hond papl'r. Oli\·l'lti Lexicon. fn•e
pickup and dclin·r~-. minor editing.
$.i5/ page'. Call c I> 3:12-8-150 or 61i4-2217. :l/(i
Professi .. nal typing at its bc•st on IHM
correct in'"' scleclric choice or st ,·le/pitch. bv
Univcrsit~· Secretarial Associaks. spcllin~.
''ra111mai·. punctuation corrc•cted. Rca~onablc rail's for superior q11alit~1 . Call
Diana Schuman. 742-4858. :1/2
('0:\T,\('T LE:\S WE :\HEHS: Save monev
on vour brand name ' hard or soil lens supplies. Send for frcl' illustrated catalog. Con tact Lens Supply Center. :l-11 E. Camelback,
l'hocnix . Arizona 85012 3/2:l
:\STIWl.f)(;y - Natal chal·ts done in the
Circadian Amdvsis S\'SIPm. Satisfaction
'"'Uaranlel'd or· no char-•e . l\\"entv-five
aollars. !<'or inlorlllation C<~l Bradle\··2-l:lt!I
or 868-!tlii8a1 id lean· message·. :l/ :lO ·
:\l>\',\:\('EI> Ol'E:\ \\ 1\TEH sn B,\ ('l..\SS
to start 26 Mar. Call 61i4-71i!ll for details.
Leads to Divemaster Certification' Ask for
Mark - Kel'p Tryilig . :l/ !1

wanted
Part English sl'lll·r pups. 5 beautiful puppies
must lw gi,·en ne\\· homes or they will have to
he de,,trmTd. i'll'aSI' call :l:l2-4800 bet\\·ec•n 7
a.m. and ii p.m. :!/ Ci
\\'antrd to ~111tti·asr - furnished I or 2 bedroom apartment in Durham. Nel·ded last
week of May lo Sl•pt. Looking for reasonable
but inexpe11sive ofll'r. Call 868-!1789 Amy or
Steph . :l/ Ci
HE:\T:\L \\':\:\TEI> - Univ . coupll', l<~ng/H.N,
seek apt. or small house to rent by April 1.
No kids . no pets. excellent local refl'rences.

~~.~?/e~l°C1~1lc~~~r~~~·nct~·i:~ ~~~~ o;i~~~~~Z~i~
1

I.OST - Male Golden Ketrievl'r. choke
collar with Durham ta'"' . answers to .. Scun ...
Please call: 868-2052. 372

en·s. 3/9

·

Lost on Frida\ :!/:!:I. a slht·r anti ahalont•
donhlt• hand rii1g. sentimental value . if found
pleasl' call Lenort• at 8(i8-!l684 or 862-11-72. 3/ 6

rides
Hidt•1·s :\t•t•tlt·tl: I'm goin;.; to southe'r n New
Jprsl'y· for spring break. Leaving :>/ !I and
returnin~ on :l/ 18. Call 7-!!1-2J!!2 after .'i:OU pm
and ask tor Linda Eppelman. :l/ t>
Hitlt• 1wedt•d for two to Ft. Lautlt•nlalt• over
springbreak, wifling to lea\·c Thursda.v !\larch
March \J. Will share experises .
Pleas<' call Bruce at 2-160\J or Chet al 2-12!11i.
:l/ 2

ll or J:<'ru1av.

llt·lp \\'antrd: The Seacoast l{e~ional Counseling Center. in Portsmouth is looking for a
part ti111e instrudor for an adaptive Outward
Bound l'rogram . Applicant must ~ualify for

~~1'~.~~,;~r?~;;:~i~·, ~i<l ~Tt';c~e~;i~~1f i~rW~~7c1
1

or John Gruen c431-ti70:l). :l/ li

\\'OHK I:\ .J .\Pi\:\! Teach English conversation . No experience, degree or Japanese _requirl'd. Send long. stamped, self-addressed
em·elope for details . Japan-42, P.O. Box 3:16.
Cent ra1ia , WA \J85:11. 3/'l.
,\ \ 'O:\ - Needs representatives cmale or
female 1 to sen·i('c Dorms. offices. and
territories in Durham, Lee, Madbury. Earn
high commission. Phone 742-6666 or write
Gcncde\·e Smith. 9 Concord Wav, Dover,
N.11. :1/30
.
COLLEGE STl'l>E:\TS American Youth
1 1

1

~('.~ 1 ~·;ru~!~~~nPh?i~:~e~ b~n~~ :i i~~~~ b~~~-fc~~

Going lo So. tlwasl Conn'! I am goin'' o New London :J/!l, leal'in;:? al aboul 10 a.111. '&laking
fel'l'y across to LONG ISLAND. Need hl'ip
with expenses. Call Kat~· at :Htil4 or 8ti8!18:l3. :J/ li

voui· emplovlllent \\'ilh yiiu no matll•r where
t;o. Call 8ti8-2805 Monday-l<'riday 10: 00
a .m .-2:00 p.m. For details on this uniclue opportunit.\· featuring unlimited pote-n ial. a
product that sells on sight, a• ;d a $1.950 .00
scholarship pro~ram for each student. 3/2

:\YC or :\.J'! II vou would like· compan~· for
the H.ide Dmrn for Spring Brl'ak . call Bruce
in Koom :l!O at 868-!1715 or 2-lti:l(i. I can lea,·c
anytime after IO on l<'riday J\.larl'h !J. Uri\'ing
and expenses will he sharl'd. :IU:l

llott'I or Forni St•r\'it·t• studt•nts wanted to
\\·ork in l<'ood Sen·ice operation at Great Bay
l{acquet Center in Newmarket nights and
" ·eekl'nds. Call Chuck Sullivan 659-3151. 7428:J-17 . :l/ 6

Hi11t· 111'r1lt·tl to Burlington \ 'T Ma rch !I
a d / or back 111 Uurha ... March 18. Will help
pa_,. tor ~a!- expense. Call Jean 81i8-\17\I.) or
8ti~ - lli-l!I :J/2

I111n1t•dialt• opl'ning for an offi1·t· as~istant in
The Career Planning and Placement Service.
Prefer student s eligible for Work-Stud.\'. Interl'sted studl'nls may appl\· 111 Hoom 203
Huddleston Hall. 3/ li

Hidt• wanll'tl to FLOH II> :\ on March 81 h a fter
I :00 pm. 2 ride rs will sharl' tra~.!.'l expe Qses
& dn\'ing. Call Mark al 2-1:182 or 868-!JH:!/
Rm 2:10. 312

services
Typing : pa per~. lelt ers. n•s ume s. e tc. l' rofessional look $.50 a pa~t'. Spe lling. gram m a r co1Tl'C l'<I on r C'qm· t . Co.Ill K><ll'l'll 86:!%1ili £' \·1·s. \\'l•t•ke nds. :I/ Ci •

WOHKl:\G FOIU·::\I ,\:\ .:. for voung Ianscare contruction fir111 m the Manchester.
NJ . an•a . Must hm·l' previous superv1sor.v
experience in construct ion. ability to lead
cre\\'. and abilitv to drin· small machmcrv.
Plant kno\\· lt·d~c and mechanical abili!y
would lw considered an asset. Position
arnilahll' immediately· : 40-55 hours per
week : ;;alan· con1111ensurnll' with expenl'nct'. Tel. 60:l-ll4-9175. Mail resume and references to Chris Ht·1Tin Associatl's. 417a Harvey Road. Manchester. N.11 . 0310:! . 3/ 2:1

personals

~· ou

Busint·~s St111h·nl nt·1·11t•d to \,·ork part-time
at Durham Youth Center on bool<.kl'cping
a nd som e Business mana;.(ement. 1<:xcellPnt
opportunity °for expe rience and extra money.
Work s tud~· prd e rred but nol 1wc . Interest m
&~~~'i:?x~e'.;}~e a mus t. Call Andy Garthwai te.

,\d. :\lgr. -Tim• it \\·as . and what time it was .
Loved the all night .. talk .. at.Smith. Where
arl' you hidin;f? .. Grl'cen Eyt•s. ·· :l/ :.!
.
:\II \\'omt•n an• In' ilt·ll lo partid11alt• in llw
\\'tnm·n·s Ct•nlt·r·~ \\1•1•kh 1111·1"ting~. We arc
a cooperative .organization seeking new
ideas and interests . We have a lull lihran· of
booh concerninr• \\·omen and files of useful
information arn-T\abe to vou. Come see what
we·rc all about. Hoom i34 MUB. or call 2l%H. ;J / !J

To !kt• girl who wants lht• SllAFT. It ·s Chi 0
Chi 0 oil to bed WC' go \\·ith a little luck we
might rock. Get in touch . l<'ridav S;rn·yer.
!\Ir. S. :l/ 2
Bt•th - CT and I sav .. hello . · Take care and
, ee .vou soon. ;)/ 2 ·

~~.1~11 ~ ··~a i1 ·i~n~ 1 ~,. ~~k~(r \~d),hi'~:.~~tet~~
semester . I met vou at the Christian Chris1 mas Partv in Huhbard L<isl Oecember. I
\\'otlld like to sec y;ou a~ain. Pleas<' let me

To !ht· gu,· at Sa\\~· t·r Saturda~ ni~hl iii lhl'
"'ra.' · pants and nan· blue hlazl•r. I could
Fiave· stan·d at you all ni~ht. Thl' girl in lhl'
gn'l'll dn•ss. :l/ 2
To Ill\' l';n·ori11• Foo~hi1· - llm·c· a blast' Go
for 2!' beers. 1Maybe 1'11 ke•t•p up. 1 lien's lo
you'. .. l\luch love. Catherine• M.P.T. :1 12
llapp\' ~tiih uirti11t;i"_\"lsarhara :\lors1· - lla\"l'
a super day & Go for ii! LoVl' . Cary. Je.n. &
Liz. 3/ 2

1

1

1

~:~:~) ~l~~~~~l:l':::) v':1~1 fi~~~~lr ~,:wd~ ~i~i:; i ,~.'m'.
lie~· Budd~·

chanc<'
CO\' Cl'l'ci.

gin; it up. You don't han• a
vour surround1•d. l'vt• got \'Oil
;i/ :.!
.

rll tt'll~Oll what if~· o11 l11rn it in 1'11 t•H'll gi\I'
,·011 a rt•ward. H1•1111•111ht•r thi~ is in 1111· ~11·i1 · 
('all (;n·g at Pill :\ll
BELT.\ :!-I :!!IX or XliX-!11111 ::/~

it·~1·1·1mfi1l1·n(·t•.

To 1\ll l ' :\ll Frat 1111'11 \\·ail until \'!Ill Sl'l' our
pled '"'l' class. Phi l\lu has conil' up \\·ith
anotficr \\'innin~ combmation. (;l'I n•;1d' tor
111£' Sl'llll'sll'r 01 all times . Thl' t'ox1•s ol l'h1
l\fu. :112
lit•\. ~on'n• hon·tl huh·! !\le too · \\·hat a l'Oln
cidl'ni.·l' . So. \\·hen is thl' "nl'a r lt1ltt1'l'.1 " :!/ :!
To Fran \\ho FELL for mt• hid~ night - 1· 111
sorn· vou broke one ol \·our limbs hut I \\· a~
afrald. vou'cl hrt•ak onl' i>f minl' ir \·ou sl;in·d
on nn1d1 lon;.;er . Wh. · ,\·e1T you dim bin~ al l
over me an.' " a,v? Si~ned. ThP Trt'l' :1 / ~

f,i'm;r~~~ke 1i~.0~ 04~H;~·~A -~l1r~~1t'L~c~llot\~~;~ 1

"l:oppo." !'lease watch lhl' iee . lla\·e an l'X ·
cdlt•11t \·acation both ol vou . That 111N111s , ·011
too !'at . What is that stick for any\\ a~ ..: :1/ ~

('11:\HLIE - Thanks for the delicious pigout ! We love Ounkin ' Donuts ' ' Bev and Sue
::/2

Bunn\ - it's ;iln·ad,· bl" n a Vl'ar. and \\·hat <1
.\"l'ar .. Ll't ·s kl'l'P it ·u p for ani1tlwr o-r until m ·
nl'xt )llrthdav at ll'asl. Lo\·e . lhl' Lamb f<:1 .1:
~;i~nd :i / ·1
·.

•

W0:\11'~:'1; -THE TKE TRIO Wi\:\TS YOl' ! ! !
Jf vou are experienced in Kinky loving. imaginative, nioisl & easy, and interestl'(I m
taking disco dancl' lesso "s with thn·e hungr:-·
men. thl'n contact se•nsuous Stevie, Koman tic Roger or Timmy-Poo La~· dmrn at 2-J:IOO .
P.S. -- For starters. whv don't we meet at
Stillings for dinner Sund~iy night. if you don ·1
get caught snl'ak1ng 111. :l/'J.

Paul - Thanx for lhl' : Pillo\\· fi · hts t \ 011
Cheat! 1. Wn'sllin'' matches. Bati~a111111011
Battles. S\\·eet va?enti11e. romantic di111wr.
vummv brl'akfasts. fantasl ic hackrubs. \\·int•
and ci1l'e:-.e b\' candle light. c1uid lllOllll'llh.
and all lhl' ot11t·r things mu co so \\·ell' Still
lcarninti' Lon· your f'11ilhf11l Studcnt -L.
Ha\·e a great sprin~ bn·ak cut i<' ! :l/li

llEY ! vou with the empty stom.a ch and ugl:v evl'sd· i! \\·as n•allv mean of vou to send me
tlie cad rose-. If ·this is onlv the beginning,
rm psychl'd ! LOVl' Always. Your Bozo 3/ 2

BHlTE - Your a fantaslil' rult• makC'r . Look
forward to a winnin~ weekl'nd . (;et psn-IH·d
for prunl's , peachl's. and altalta . Lots oi Ion• .
TllE 1mss :in

To nn frit•nd in St·ott. I truly enjoyed our
night -1on·• .. discussion." We must get into
some .. decpPr .. conversation soon. Yours
Forever -The Ad Man :J/2

('onrrnl11h1tions to om· ·:\1·\\ l'hi's_ - Rita .
l\lehssa. Donna, Ann . l\la~~lt'. Lon. L111d;i .
Kell.\-, Uiall(', Donrn1 .. Dall' . l\lar,·. Karen.
l\lar~an·t. Jean. Ulona. !'am. Catl1\·. Wl'n dv. Carol. Leslil', Gail. Kri,,, and Bahs. LcJ\'l'
tfw Sisters of Phi l\lu . :1 1 ~

Dt•ar c;wt't•ps anti/or Lung Warts: Thank
ou for the card . It was right lo the Poink .
Let's gt•! lo'•ether for another wrest lin ''
match, lh!fi. tFrnc 1\·e ' ll bring lhl' sweats an~
:vou bring lhl' Fredericks. Thanks for a fun
e\'cning. Si~ned Footballs. Block Busters
and Water Wings . :l/2
A.:\l. & l' .K. - I hope m · bodv doesn't take•
that kind of abuse on a weeklv basis. ladil's .
It so, my dancin~ days arc' numbered. A
tired !\Ian. :l/ 'l.
HAPPY BIHTllDAY, SUE! You 'd think they
would ~ive you a pe1:sonal on your birthda~·
after a11 the ones you vc given them. Hut no!
Happy Birthday any,rny. 3/ 2

1

Brun· - Happ\· 2:1rd. 1ller111an too' 1 llopt ·
\'otl have a goi1d da .' . Sorry almul the part .\ .
Lm·e . Jill :l/:!
To ,;;~. -l 'tll ,\ ll' sistt>r~ and l'lllS! Con~ralu
lations on thl' two a\\ards from :\;ilional.
You deserve them! Also congratulatwns 011
a ll'rnl1c rush . You ·n· llH' IH·sl and I Ion·'"
all' Lon'. Chris :l/ :!
·
":\l.\HCll FllBTll!" It 's till' 011lv dav ot lht•
,-l'ar that's a comand Al\il> it's all \·oiirs~ So.
i:ommand. demand. and expand u'pon \\·hal en•r your little heart cll-s1n•s . Happ,,· Bir 1 hda:-· ! Stront-\1~· Enough. Your Litt 11·
"Sminkl·;. ·· : 1 1 ~

WIIIIE. ar-e -yc)u takln;fgood c.i1re o( yourself? You know Mom \rnrnes about you . Now
keep track of your glasses and. do more
studying than pa rtying . Your big si ste r. :V2
111•\. l>onna L4'1' · Ila pp~· 211th ! rm P~., · d w d
for' t hi s \H•c• kcnd. I hopl' you art'. Tlwrc is one
disappoi-nt m ent thou gh. the•n • \\·011 ·1 hl' a n~
hot dog s a nd hl'ans - sorry ' But I pr om ls('

::~~ s~~;· \1 L7~~·~? ,~~lf:1~~·~~t~'z :l/~u jus l wail
:\t•rd :\lont'' ·~ 1\ \·on·can ~olve v.iiur problems .
Sd l world famou s toiletries. '"' ifts and
WI1
I
I
. \\'t•l1·v . 1L'. ,·1 rn hi ,,,h
..., commi ssion . 1Jhone Gen
LETTlTE for salt'.
~' pay 89it a wac
'\\·hen ,·ou c;in get it for 50¢" !<'or more in m it h. i-i2-t>ti.lili- For · d e tt1il s \1·ithm1t. • · rorntaiion l':.ll1 Bti8-":'i l50 <fl lc1' 6pn 1. 'T hi iils no
o bli ~a t i <:n . :l/:m
g immick! :1 1!1
•

~

'.JEHS, Sl'ZIE. H.I>. - Thanx ror thl': Lon~
talks. happ,,· hou!· blilzl's.hack ~an11non bat tlPs, mello\\ wme parties. honesty. lwlp
rn·hcn I tnp. lose 111y keys . meal ticket. and
sometimes mv ;;anitv' 1. the lau' •hs and
thanx most of" all for· your flwndship' Ll't
ps\'ched for tlw roao trip to :'\ .J. and
U-l\Iass. -Lo\·e Alwavs - Woodslock . Thumper. Sex~· Fox. :l/ li
·

t
Tu~Ia11p,- 18th Hirthtla~ - St•c ~·011 Sunhitls :\ight ! Good Time'> I did until I found • day' - Ha\·e 'a nice• trip to Canada. Lo\'l'.
YOGI. :l / ~
my Marantz Amplifier stolen from orange
jeep at Piii MU DELTA. Reward for reco\·crv of ii. And to whoever stole it. Come on b\·
Band(;, llere·s surprise• Numbt·r I. thl' n•sl
Pfll MU you low I~· cow It'. 2-12!18. 8li8-\J710. :l/ 2
arl' yet to come' Wc'rl' supl'r ps\·ch(•d lor
tonight. Lovt• . Land L . P.S. Wl' l'ouldn·t a~k
To !ht: l'Uti1•s iu I IX ,\lt•\andt•r: When do we
for two lwll er roolll ma Ies' :l/ 2
• 1 et our cake'? We'll e\'l'll share ii with vou.
fiut please d@'t makl· ii as dr.v as the wine'
l'anu·la, S'nicl' ·er ·in ii·: Deb :1/ 2
Love. l{alph and Fred. :V:l

3/ !I

·help wanted
LOST-A Kellv green size 10 sweater with
dark green leather elbow patches--sometime
since Januarv, somewhere 111 Durham . II
you have found it, please call 2-1164. or
868-!l662, and ask for Rosie, or leave a
message.3/ 6

St•ct:t't;ln /Ural'tpe1;son ... wil h a voun~ landscape ar~hit<'ctural office in the Manchester
area. Must be experienced in secretarial
skills. drafting skills dPsirahll-. but not
nccessarv . 15-25 hours per week. Salary
commensurate with expl'rience. Refercm·es
required. Tel. 4:!-1-917'1. -1 / ~:1

To tlw l'arlit•t"' ol (;ihh~ - Th<111ks for im·it ing
us to your \\·ild & craz.\· parlv salurdav . You
pla \ ~real tunl's. Thanh a ~ain · Stokt• :lrd
;111d-ltll :l/ :!
11 .\l'l'Y lllHTllD.\ Y SJ' .\('E ('flflKIE! !l's
bt•en a '•real sem csl t' r solar b11I \\ e· rl' onh
bl'ginnri1g . Herc 's to mon· l\IUB l'uh's .
'l\Toli;i , l\lidnit-\hl l'x cur~ion ,... munch -outs. &
. Gl'nl'ral IJen·hcl Jklw1·11>r. Ah\a,·s 1T1111·111 ber Huie :'\uml>l'r Onl' LO\'l'. l'l 'l'l :11 2
To our '.\1'\\ l'hi·~ Gel ps~ · elwd tor a\\ ild and
cr<lz\· scnH':-.;fe r htld1u,..{· lhl' IJesl is ,·pt to
·
com i:•' :312
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Young Drive

•

comics

Doonesbury
QUIT/3 A

PLACE YOU
HAV& HERC,

YOUNG DRIVE
continued from page 3

by Garry Trudeau
7HANKS. I BUILT 7HIS
CABIN MY5CV; BACK IN
/1163. {)ff) 7HE /ltCORA77N6

~ NIC/3.

All 7HE SOFAS?

ANO &VCRYTH/NG.

MR. [)tJKE ..

(

\

I

MAY I

A5K U/HY '!(}()KEEP
LANO MINCS ON -

Shoe

by Jeff MacN elly

my tenants. Nowhere does my attorney see where this is legal."
According to Beth Fischer,
"The court decision last October
was to take the fence down. The
court said they were in violation
of our rights.''
Resident Van Allen said the
debate was a "Difference in attitudes. Legal avenues versus
"let's take care of our children."
Said Fischer, "We're.willing to
fight for our people (tenants) and
we will."
The Board decided to turn the
matter over to attorney Douglas
Gray "for advisement."

Red Cross
is counting
on you
-to help.

+

collegiate crossword
3

4

5

8

6

9

10 11

12

13
_ 13 Gumbo ingredient
Leveret
Creme creme 17 Move sideways
1
Part of BMOC
20 Give support
Surfeit
23 Certain cocktail
7
India 25 Jock
14
Strengthened by
26 league
15
heating
27 Sound of a drunkard
Peruvian mammal
28 Like some cars
16
Type of clam
30 Way of conducting
17
New York island
oneself
18
Certain singing
32 Repay an injury
19
groups
33 Fascinates
21 Pitcher's statistic 60 Most sensible
34 Cry
22 For fear that
36 Small dwelling
~ 24 Probability
38 Lunar sights
DOWN
25 Mornings
39 Gruesome
1 Defensive ditch
26 Shot of liquor
40 Befuddled
42 Ski lodge
2 Rudeness
27 Sink the putt
3 Got rid of
(2 wds.)
44 French relative
4 Lady deer
29 Boundless
45 Building wing
5 Small map within 47 Airline company
31 Violent woman
48 Part of Einstein's
a larger one
35 Picturesque
6 To be: Lat.
equation
36 Curtis
7 Moved like a
37 Financial defense
49 Identical
hairline
mechanism
50 Russian news
8 City in Michigan
38 Miss Colbert
agency
9 Spanish painter
41 Fonn a hard
52 German philosopher
10 Quite old (abbr.) 54 What trenchennen
coating
43 Groundkeeper's aid 11 Sew again
can do
44 Beat mercilessly
12 Coo 1 dr~ks
56 .Search for gold
ACROSS
46
47
Naval academy
48
student
49
Arg·entine port
51
Cooking ingredient 53
Structural peculiarity in horses, etc. 55
Evaluate
57
Hot day
58
Surpass
59
Most weird

59

Collegiate CW76-13

Two Brewers Pub

MUSO PRESENT'S
LEO KOTTKE

1001 WOQd9ury Ave., Portsmouth 431-500)

for fine food
and entertainment

in concert

with special guest

This Friday and Saturday Night:

Linda Worster

The Barbara London Quartet
Tom Chandler- FolkWednesday Nights

Saturday March 24th 8:00 p.m.
Granite State Rm., MUB

Ticket's $5.00 STUD, $6.50 Non.
Reserved Seats
Tickets are available at
Mub Ticket office
'

~

March 7 & 14

The Janis Russell Quartet
Every Thursday Night

The best tM>-hour
~acat ion in tmm!
NULSIMON'S

400Lll FCRNIA
SUTilE r:;gJ
Sat. & Sun. 1:30
A Japanese
Star Wars

•if\.
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More join ROTC
ROTC
continued from page 2

There is no obligation to join
ROTC until September of a
student's junior year. Students on
scholarship are committed to the
military when they receive their
awards .
There are 37 women in the Air
Force ROTC program and 93
men. Of the 98 Army ROTC members. 16 are women.
O ' Keef~ said that 25 percent of

the 98 member Armv ROTC are
on scholarship. Like the Air Force,
the army gives out scholarships
ships in both the four and twoyear programs.
Army ROTC members take a
management course their junior
year and a leadership course
their senior year. Both are one
semester courses worth four credits .
The Air Force has two full year
programs, one in leadership and
management and one in
American defense policy. The

business course is eight credits
and the political science course is
six credits for the full year.
''We also have a leadership lab
conducted by the seniors. The entire corps is taught military customs and courtesies or drills. The

PAGE SEVENTEEN

lab meets once a week," Miller
said.
Graduating ROTC members
are almost guaranteed a job. The
starting salary for a graduated
second lieutenant is $12,000 a
year.

Graduates of the Air Fore~
program must enlist into the Air
14,orce Reserve for four years of
active duty. Graduates of the
army program have a three year
obligation or they may opt for the
reserve or National Guard.

SPRING SAIJE!
17 %
OFF
Selected items
March 2 - March 9

MUB

CINE 1·2·3·4
NEWINGTON MALL 431-4200
:

•

#

:

.._. ~....

_.

... ,

""

•

,

:
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· Grievance
GRIEVANCE
continued from page 1
" in no way did he (Spitz) e'{er
acknowlege saying that the interpretations placed upon it <by the
PSC ) were indeed correct."
When asked why he did not
follow the recommendations of

the Committee, Mills saicf, "I
don 't want to impugn the motives
or actions of the PSC, but it is
quite clear that other factors
were not taken into consideration
by the PSC."
Mills was referring to a recommendation made by the College
Advisory Committee on Promotion
and Tenure to grant Brown ten·ure on Feb. 19.

.;;r.A.
.
l ·* bew1l. deredby mu

..u-.~Rtba<QE•c.Q">~Yi.<;>O<Q><Q">U~ .q,i.<;>~~~..q,·q.~tQ§
.

G.

~

§
~

• e
ChOlC

questl• QflS?.

}t•Ip } e-

~ *confused by true/false?
§ *at a loss for words

-t

§
§

The Committee. a threemember electe faculty panel, in
so doing overturned a unanimous
(12-0) decision by the Political
Science Department not to
recommend tenure.
Tenure was also recently
recommended by J-ames Smith,
associate dean of ltiberal arts,
Raymond Ericson, dean of the
graduate school and Lydia Crow~~~'t fo~t~~~Jes~f~~1ia~;~.e presi-

t
§

All this took place after the
Committee completed its report
Feb. 7, Mills said.
Mills said _he will review
Brown's case and make a recommendation soon to the Personnel
Committee of the Board of

i
.~
i

on essay~?
~ * disappointed with your test§
i results?
The Special Services Program i
might be able to help you. ~

!
~

§
~
§
§

l

· For more information about the ~
program's services and eligibility ~
requirements, please contact § Kate Hanson or Len Lamberti §
R b.
§
o inson House
§

§
'~~~~~~cq.J~~c.q.~~~c.q.~14 §

-Saunders
at Rye Harbor

Trustees.
David Moore, associate professor of political science, has been
the mo~t outspoken critic of Spitz
and is one of those filing grievance along with Kayser and
Professors Bernard Gordon and
George Romoser.
"The decision by Mills is simply
ar! incorrect one," said Moore.
"It was bad judgement. "
''The grievances occurred in
June and July of last year and
were determined by the PSC to be
sustained without exception.
That 's a fact. "
Moore said that Spitz admitted
in the hearings that Spitz called
Kayser into his office and showed
him a copy of the letter which was
personally damaging to Kayser.
Moore said Spitz "admitted that
nothing in that letter had anything to do with Professor Kayspr's profPssion,ql hPh:.lvior

:.lncl

then tried to get Kayser to change
his professional evaluation of
Professor Brown.'
In a letter to- the PSC dated
Oct. 29, Kayser said Spitz
specifically used the term "blackmail" to characterize his actions
and threatened to " 'destroy'
me within 'the campus community, the Jewish community'
and with members of my profession unless I actively supported
Profe~~or Brow.n's candidacy for
promoti~n and tenure.
The PSC report calls Spitz's
actions " an intrustion into the
promotion and tenure pr.ocess "
and said this " undermines the in-

will be interviewing
for summer jobs
daily 1-5 pm
March 13th-18th and
March 20th-24th
at the restaurant.

Loe at eel off
Route IA on
H.Yc Harbor
Positions to be filled:
cooks
Waiters
Waitresses
Bartenders

y
•

In

·~..r..-o--..-O--~J"9~..r..r.-oo--J"9..r-"":~.,,.....,,......-o-~~...-o-..r..r.....-.....-..r..r..r..r..r..r..r~..r..r..r..r..r..r-1

Italy

dependence of the departmental
promotion and tenure committee
as spelled out in the Guidelines
for Promotion and Tenure (1977 I
1978). "

The report goes on to say that
Spitz " presented no evidence to
justify his individual and collective intrustions in the promotion
and tenure process. "
Green said the PSC is studying
Mills' statement and said there
is a possibility of the Committee
making a stateruent.
Moore said because University
Joseph
Millimet
Counsel
reviewed the PSC 's proceedings
in this case and found them to be
appropriate~ and since the
grievances were sustained by the
PSC, "grievances cannot now
be dismissed as a mere 'misunderstanding' without doing
violence to the facts that were
ores en ted. ''
In his statement, Mills also
assured those filing grievance
that " there will be no University
recrimination against the
grievants for having filed the
grievance. ''
Mills sent a letter to Spitz on
Wednesday. labeled ''Personal
and Confidential,'' which informed
:::>pitz that he has assured the
grievants that no recrimination
will follow . Moore called this letter to Spitz "a veiled threat" to
prevent Spitz from taking action
against the four members of the
Political Science Department.
Spitz, who withdrew as a candidate for the permanent position
of academic vice president in
late November in the face of
public criticism , said he was
"very, very pleased with what
Dr. Mills said" in his statement.
Brown said he was " gratified
by the support '"- he has received
on his promotion bid.

1
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Tuition is gOing up ·
~
8
I What are YOU going to I Trinity College
II do about it? Students I§
Campus
Sponsored By

Office of Educational
Services Hartford, Conn.
06106
,\rt

I
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l .....EeHUR•H
ON ZION 'StilLL

NEWMARKET. N.H . 659-632 1

ri\1-SAI

BLUE LIGHTS
7-Piece Rhythm & Blues

can keep.tuition down
I
TEDDY WILSON
I . ~n1y if w-e work .
!together! Help yourselve·s--1
Franklin
I
Join ·"students for !he University"
I
I Tuesday, Mar. 6, 6:00 Senate Rm., MUB 1- .~, "'"'"''"""'"'""';;,T b,,e,i l!,tJ!.: "" '"'"'"'"'""'"'"'

I

History
Literature
Art I I ist ory
Sept.{}- Dec. 14

co1i1i11g

March 11

Application Deadline:
April 16
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tJ' S~orpio' s Pub •
Pre St. Patrick's Day
Niarch 7
11 A.NI . - 1 A.NI.
Green Beer & (-1<><>cl ~fi111es

Feb. 2-4

v

''WATERSHIP
Ivlon-Tues ·

. - .• - • - • - - . . - - =-- - - - . . - - : : . - - - - . - - - . . - . - - - - - . . - - - - - - - . - - ..... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - . . -

Feb. 5-6
A Foreign Film

''DONNA FLEUR
AND HER TWO
HUSBANDS''
COtvlING ...

Cotne in to Dri11lc ai1cl \V car
tl1e Grce11 ''ritl1 tts!

Fri-Sun

6:30 & 8:30

~

I

'

''rfURNING POINrf''

·
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Cats not choosy
_about playoff foe
have four days to prepare for the
quarter-finals, a round which
hasn't been too kind to the Wildsecond period. The new record of cats in the past.
And Gould, having been to the
815 and-still-counting eliminates
the old 808 held by last year's co- Boston Garden only once in the
previous
three
years,
MVP, Mark Evans.
,
"We feel that we're on our acknowledged . that the team
game,'' commented Cox after the hadn't made it this far on its own
game. "We feel confident of who l;mrels.
we play, because we know we can : "Everyone has been a part of
this season,'' he said, "and the
win."
"We're peaking now," said team wants to thank the coaches,
fans and arena crew.''
Francis, "just at the right time.
Of the last 11 quarter-final
"Who would I want to play in
the quarter-finals? That's a bad - matches UNH has played (eight
time to ask that question." A grin in a row), the Wildcats have won
HOCKEY
continued from page 20

;::,t1

tld1ttl ac1 u:);::, Fi aud;::, ':) face.

"It really doesn't matter,1though,

we're peaking.'' ·
So while other teams beat
themselves and each other silly
to determine the bottom four by
the end of Saturday, UNH will

twic~.

uuly

UNH

IJ~au

\::uar.;h

Charlie Holt perhaps summed up
the situation best after the Vermont win (6-2) last Tuesday when
he said, "I just want to play each
game and survive. I want to get
to the quarter-finals and win."

Wildcat goalie Greg_Moffett comes out to make a save on a shot by Brown's Larry DiCarlo
during Tuesday's 9-3 UNH win. Th_e Cats head into the playoffs Tuesday. (Scott Spaldmg photo)

ECAC

The playoff picture:
the 1nud slowly thins

cat stats

ECAC HOCKEY STANDINGS

11

10
10
10
9
8
6
5
5
2

2
3
0
1
0
2
1
0
0
0
/0
1
0
1
1
4

Pct.

GF

.818
.740
.714
.643
.571
.565
.548
.500
.500
.500
.429
.354
.333
.262
.239
.211

98
151
119
102
121
100
99
81
93
85
101
119
84
81
78
63

FINAL HOCKEY STATS

GA Games Left
71 UVM

--

.

103
84 Prin.
77 Brown
100 St. law.
98 NU
87 Harv.
97 Col.PC
96 BU
87 Dart.
109 Prin.
128 Colg.
110 NU,RPI
103 Yale
122 Clark.
103 BC, Corn.

~

FINAL HOOP ·STATS
VanDeventer
Dickson
Herbert
Dufour
Chapmon
Gildea
Keeler
Hicks
Kinzly
Burns
Quinn
Otey
TEAM
UNH Totals
Opponents

G
26
26
26
26

FG
154
131
102
105

FGA
277
282
228
229

PCT
.556
.465
.447
.459

110
106
84
26

156 .487

16

23

.696

17 .
29
7
19
0
0
7

31

1.2

40

30
59
13
21
2
0
13

.567
.492
.538
.905
.000
.000
.538

3.7
3.4
1.6
0.9
1.3
1.4
0.9

38
46
18
22
9
3
11

578
498

.728
.719

96
85
39
22
15
10
18
164
901
1006

34.7
38.7

505
554

439
409

22

76

26
25
25
25
12
7
21

32
24
27
26
13
5
9

77
73
75
42
26
11
47

.416
.329
.360
.619
.500
.455
.192

26
26

704
-832

1523
1623

.462
.513

'

FT

421
358

FTA
PCT
136 r .809
131
.809
119 .706
31
.839

RBS AVG
181 7.0
69
2.7
138 5.3
33
1.3

PT
94
89
105
30

AST
34
133
28
44

TP
418
268
288
236

37,

15

168

7.6

47
25
20
31
5
3
12

35
5
11
22
4
1
5

81
77
61
71
26
10
25

3.1
3.1
2.7
2.8
2.2
1.4
1.2

337
420

1829
2022

70.4
77.8

TO
_84
70
71
34

with their record, DeMarco said
the Cats came away from'
Tuesday's game
with "a good
1
feeling."
I wish this were December 4-everyone would like to go back
about eight games," ·she reflected.
·
Probably more than anyone
else, Kathy Sanborn longed for
just ene more time. "You could
see it on her face," said DeMarco. "She wanted to play the game
forever."

/

<Not including last night's game)
3
5
6
7
9
9
9
10
10
10
12
15
12
15
17
13

c~ptain

Senior Steve Wholley has been elected captain of the 1979 UNH
baseball team. He was co-captain of last year's squad with Mike
Belzil.
The Wildcats' top pitcher and first baseman, Wholley was the
third leading collegiate pitcher in the nation last season with a
0.93 earned run average.
UNH's season begins next Saturday when the Wildcah; start a
nine-day, 11-game swing throµgh Florida. Their first game upon
their return north will be at Springfield on April 5. UNH'~; home
opener is scheduled for April 10 against Providenc~.

years to follow. UNH has a lot of
SANBORN
.
young
players who gained a lot of
continued on page 20
valuable experience throughout
cording to DeMarco. Sanborn is the season. And they're all
victory-hungry.
·
the only senior on the team.
"We have a good solid bunch of
DeMarco noted that most
kids. We're a close-knit group. team~ and coaches would be
But we're going to miss Kathy proud of a 13-7 record. She
Sanborn--not just as a player, but acknowledged .that UNH had a
as a person--she's just a super respectable year but "it's nice to
kid. ''
see a team can go 13-7 and still
One of the more favorable out- feel that it's not had a good
comes of the season is the season."
promise of next year--and the
Although they're disappointed

HOCKEY: MEN--ECAC quarter-final playoff game (opponent
undetermined ) at Snively Arena, Tuesday 7 p.m.

17
17
15
13
12
12

Wholley ·n a1ned

Hoopwomen en«! season at 13-7

In terms of numbers, the week ahead is an undeniably slow one,
but in terms of magnitude, it's the biggest of the year. The secondplace men's hockey team opens the ECAC playoffs in the only
game in town.

Won lost Tied

Approximately 600 tickets for Tuesday's ECAC playoff game
were still available at the Field House ticket office yesterday
afternoon.
Students with Athletic IDs had until noon today to purchase the
tickets at $2.50 each. The remaining tickets will go on sale to the
general public at 1 this afternoon.
.
The Wildcats' opponent for the quarter-final game, which starts
at 7 p.m. on Tuesday, is still unknown.

ECAC
continued from page 20
it," he said. "It was just going to
be another game -- we weren't
going to do anything differently -but we're still pretty upset."
The station had already ordered a mobile unit to use for the
telecast,_ Pr!.ce said, and ~ill.~~·
the decision was announced,
"We've gotten a lot of phone
calls."
The only playoff game that will
be televised now will be the
championship game at Boston
Garden next Saturday. That
game will be carried by WNACTV (Channel 7) in Boston.

SPOR_TS ON CAMPUS

Pos. Team (Overall Re.cord)
1 Boston University (20-4-2)
2 NEW HAMPSHIRE (19-8-3)
3 Cornell (18-7-0)
4 Dartmouth (15-7-2)
5 Clarkson (18-11-0)
6 Providence (15-9-2)
7 Yale (12-11-2)
8 Northeastern (11-14-0)
Vermont (11-17-0)
Brown (11-13-0)
11 Boston College (15-14-0)
12 RPI (10-16·1)
13 Colgate (14-12-0)
14 Harvard (7-17·1)
15 St. Lawrence (8·20-2)
16 Princeton (5-15-4)

Ticket sales continue

orders
blackout

Dartmouth's 3-2 victory over Harvard on Wednesday clinched
fourth place and the final home-ice spot for the Big Green in.the
ECAC. So as the top four <BU, UNH, Cornell and Dartmouth,
respectively) quietly finish their regular seasons, six more teams
battle it out for the final four playoff positions.
Last night's Northeastern - Colgate contest is crucial for the
Huskies who are tied with Vermont and Brown for eighth place. A
win gives a good chance, a loss means goodbye playoffs.
The same situation holds true for Brown, which finishes with a
Saturday contest at home against Dartmouth, and Vermont,
which must trv to defeat Boston University in Burlington.
Meanwhile, Providence and Clarkson are still waging a war
for fifth place. Clarkson has one game left (against St. Lawrence),
as does Providence (who plays Northeastern).
The F.riars stand at 12-9-2, while the Golden Knights are 12-9.
Meanwhile, sitting directly between the two major battles is
Yale, which holds sole possession of seventh place with a 11-9-1
record. No matter how the Elis fare against Harvard tomorrow,
they are assured of a playoff berth, their first it seems, in years.
LEE HUNSAKER

,,,

SPORT SHORTS

AVG
16.1
14.1
11.1
9.1

Name .
Cox
Francis
Gould
Roy
Crowder
Flanagan
Barth
Barbin
Waghorne
Coady
Yantzi
Surdam
St.Onge
Holt
Rintoul
Normand
Reeve
Olsen
McPherson
Beaney
Stone
Clark
Burkart
Basius
Moffett
Lorance

Games Goals
27
38
30
16
30
30
28
16
30
17
30
18
29
13
30
10
24
1
30
1
28
5
30
0
24
3
29
2
29
3
20
2
24
2
14
0
24
1
9
2
7
0
5
0
4
0
1
0
26
0
5
0

Assists
28
42
22
29
27
22
23
19
21
15
10
12
6
7
5
6
5
6
3
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

Points Pen/Min. Div. I Scoring
66
24/51
34-24·58
58
16/40
1~36-52
52
18/42
24-17·41
45
1/2
13·29-42
44
16/32
11-19·30
40
11/22
14·17-31
36
9/18
11-17-28
29
4/8
9-17-26
22
12/24
1-20-21
16
28/56
1-13-14
15
3/6
3-9-12
12
5/10
0-12-12
9
418
3-6-9
9
7/17
1-7-8
18/36
8
3-4-7
8
2/4
2·6·8
7
418
2·3-5
6
4/8
0-3-3
4
316
1-3·4
3
3/6
2-0-2
0
1/2
0-0-0
0
1/2
0-0·0
0
1/2
0-0-0
0
0/0
0-0-0
0
0/0
0-0-0
0
0/0
0-0-0

UNH TOTALS

. 30

180

309

489

198/416

OPPONENTS

30

151·262-413

131

220

351

212/436

103-172-275

Goalie Summary
Games
Moffett (18-5-3)
26
Lorance (1-3-0)
5
UNH TOTALS (19-8-3)
30
OPPONENTS (8-19-3) ,
30

-

.

Minutes
1552
280
1832
1832

GA
98
33
131
180

Saves
815
147
962
942

G.A.A.
3.79
7.07
4.29
5.90

Sv.Pct.
.893
.817
.880
.840
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Wildcats roll over_Brown, roll i~to playoffs
By Lee Hunsaker
·

Having successfully -captured
second place for the upcoming
playoffs with a 9-3 drubbing of
Brown, the big question for the
UNH Wildcats is who will be their
quarter-final opponents.
While th--'e top four positions

seem to be solidifying with
Boston University on top, UNH
second, Cornell third and Dartmouth fourth, the bottom four is
still a rat race between six teams.
Actually, there are two battles
going on. One is between Clarkson and Providence for fifth, and

..

the other is between Yale, North- tonight.
eastern, Vermont and Brown for
But the war going on between
the Elis, Huskies, rBruins . and
seventh and eighth.
The Friars 02-9-2) moved Catamounts is what is· of interest
ahead uf Clarkson by percentage to UNH. Yalel"n-9-u presently
points on Tuesday but could fall holds down seventh place while.
back to sixth should the Golden · Brown Vermont and NorthKnights defeat St. Lawrence easter~ sit tangled in eighth with
identical 10-10 slates.
"It really doesn't matter," said
UNH forward Bruce Crowder.
"To be number one you have to
play them all and beat them all.
''Given a choice, it would be
tough to say. I'd like to play Yale
because Brown and Northeastern have goalies that, when they have
a hot night, are unbeatable."
UNH captain ?ob Gould ex- pressed the same sentiments.
"One game doesn't mean
anything. Any team can play the
I.Jig game and if you hit a hot
goalie you could be in trouble.''
But Tuesday night, Brown's
goaltending duo 6f All-American
Mike Lay<;'.ock and junior Mark

Holden wasn't even lukewarm as
the Wildcat offense obliterated
the Bruins' defense.
The nine-goal outbuq;t, highlighted by junior center Bob
Francis 's first collegiate hat
trick, enabled the Wildcats to
surge past the 150-goal mark for
the season. UNH is the only team
in the ECAC to do so, marking the
Cats as the most potent offense in
the east..
A total of six Wildcats figured
in the scoring, ~hich was spread
mainly throughout the first two
periods. Ralph Cox, on a night
named in -his honor, netted two
goals to celebrate his 22nd birthday. ·
Yet, scoring wasn't the only
record being set at Snively.
Sophomore goalie Greg Moffett
also lnK.ed n1s name m the books
when he recorded his 809th save
of the season at the end of the
HOCKEY, page 19

Playoff picture, ticket_sales

,$_

page 19
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the new hampshire ·

sp,o rts

~UNH captain Bob Gould sets up to fire on Brown goalie Mike Laycock during the second period ,.,,wenty~. two of Tuesday's game. The Wildcats open thP playoffs at home Tuesday, but that's just about all i '
.
that's known for sure. <Art Illman photo>

.
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ECAC refuses .playoff TV·
- By Tom Lynch
The ECAC's television committee decided this week not to allow
television coverage of UNH's
quarter-final hockey playoff
game next week.
According to Steve Hardy,
assistant to the ECAC commissioner, the UNH game was
the only one which had been
planned for television.
"At this stage of our deliberations on televisj.on," Hardy said,
"the de,Cisions .are made on a
game-by-game basis. The committee must look at the good of
the tournament as a whole.'· · The ECAC's decision came
prior to Wednesday night's game
between Dartmouth and Harvard, in which the . Big Green
clinched @me ice for the playoffs.
In addition to Dartmouth and

UNH, Boston University will also
Sam Price, Channel 11 's direcbe at home for the quarter-finals, tor , of productions, said the
·thussetting up a triangle of sites decision not to allow the telecast
all within the viewing area of came as a surprise to the station .
Durham's WENH-TV (Channel He said he contacted ECAC
11), the station which had planned
chairrµan Scott Whitelaw last
to cover the UNH game.
week, and wa~ told to call back in
"There's a strong possibility it a week.
(Channel 11 's telecast) could afPrice said the only hint of a
fect the gates at Dartmouth and problem was that Whitelaw "said
BU,,.,_ Hardy was · quoted as they were conside_dng a rights·
saying earlier this -week. "We fee."
want to protect the gates of the
Price got word of the refusal
championship games."
from UNH athletic director Andy
Dartmouth athletic director -Mooradian Tuesday morning.
Seaver Peters sees the action as a . "We called the- ECAC," Price
boon to all the teams involved. said, "and Hardy told us that it
"The ECAC's motives were to was 'in the best interest of. the
protect the schools' · incomes, tournament' that we weren't
which is a benefit to all of us," he - allowed to cover it.
said, "It's important to have as
"We had anticipated covering
good attendance as possible at all
ECAC, page 19
four sites."

Sa-n born -hows
By Nancy Maculiewicz

(

-

With 25 -seconds ~emaining in
the game, Kathy-Sanborn left the
basketball court for the last time.
The small crowd of UNH
women's basketball faithfuls
stood up to applaud the retiring
player wliom many think has
been UN H's most valuable ever.
Sitting among her teammates
on the bench, receiving their hugs
and best wishes, Sanborn watched
the Wildeats end their season and
her four-year basketball career
·at UNH.
UNH defeated Dartmouth on
Tuesday night, finishing the
season with a 1:3-7 record and
bringing Dartmouth's final mark
to 16-7.
"We wanted to ·give Kathy a
gift. The game was the only thingwe could give her,'' said UNH
coach Cecelia DeMarco.
With Sanborn's help, the Wildcats won the game. It wasn'f' her
highest-scoring game. But it was,
as always, her best effQrt, with
her valuable leadership and play-

-
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in UNH win
-
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It might seem funny to say, but this year, like the Sesame
Street _gang would proclaim, was brought to you by the number two.
Yes, most of this number two can be directly attributed to
.the letters R.C., that is to say, ·R alph Cox (number 22). But
beyond Ralph the number two has been prevalent among not
only hockey offense, but hockey defense and the New Hampshire State Lottery.
.
Oh, so you think you know everything about the twos this
year? Well, Tet' s see.
· It all began back on January _12th when Cox popped home
goal n~mber 98 against St. Lawrence to become UNH's all-tiine
gre~test goal scorer.
Against the Larries, Cox would only tally once. But the next
night; against Clarkson, Cox would double his outpuf (ie.,
scoring twice) while conquering the 100-goal plateau. The· 4-0
win by the Wildcats kept the Golden Knights from winning
their second game in a row:
The coup-de-grace for the night, of course, was when it was
learned the winning state lottery number was 0022.
Not satisfied yet? Okay...
_
Against Providence on February 22 (2/22), Cox broke the
ECAC all-time goal scoring record with a hat trick. Though his
record goal was a single tally i~ the first period, Cox .would
later score two goals in the second period.
Still haven't had enough? Cox -has two arms, legs, ears, eyes,
etc·., but so does everyone else.
Instead, we'.Jl move on to February 27, which, besides being
the Wilde-a ts' last home game of the season, was Ralph's 2~,nd
birthday.
_
---And as you probably know by now, our infamous number
22 scored two goals that night. .. both of them in the second
period.
But it doesn't end hei:e. Harry Sinden, the. Boston Bruins'
' general manager, was up to watch Cox play against Brown.
Sinden watched Ralph for two periods before leaving.
Now we turn to defense. A record was ·set that same night by
second-year goalie Gregg Moffett who now holds the tJNH
rr)ark for most saves in a season. Moffett's rel ord-setting save
. came with 22 seconds lcf tin the second period.
--- And to- top off a perfect eyening, the New Hampshire State

six-foot freshman Amy Nelson
who took top scoring honors with
23 and teammate Linda DeRenzo
tributin~.
_..,_
Add to that a few ofwhat should with 18 points.
DeRenzo, also a freshman, did
be patented Sanborn moves-"
well-timed, seemingly impossible her damage from outside with
drives through the defense to deadly accuracy.
Dartmouth relied mostly on its
score a key basket.
Sanborn chipped in 14 points in freshmen, who responded with
maturity and only a few rookie
I1er f male, much of her scoring
coming on ba~kets ·of that type mistakes.
But late in the game it was the
late in the game.
The crowd savored those last UNH guards, Sanborn, Couture,
maneuvers, as incredulous as and Murtagh who calmly and
always and even more vocally almost mrnchalantlv secured
their final victory.
•
appreciative.
Throughout the game Dart- _ The season is over for the Wildmouth staved close to UNH, down cats, who just missed. being
Lottery's winning number was 9922. The Wildcat's, of course,
oy only two pomts at nalltime. -- selected for tomorrow's Regional
scored nine times that night against Brown's two goaltenders.
Sophomore guard Cheryl Mur- tournament.
"Everyone is disappointed that
tagh kept UNH ahead wlln Jump
So what else can we say about the number two? Well, the
shots from points outside the key. we didn't make Regionals," said
WilJc~ts did finish _second in the ECAC, and Cox's first goal
Mfirtagh led UNH in scoriIJg with DeMarco. "But the young people _
against Brown was the 122nd of his career, and Cox got two
will take this in stride."
17 points .
cakes in the locker room, and UNH coach Charlie Holt has two
It's hard to accept the season ·s
Freshman Jackie MacMullan
had 12 points and 24 rebounds. end, but already the Cats are
assistants, and .... oh, I'm sorry.
Sophomore Donna Couture added looking forward to next year, acHad two much?
10 points.
SANBORN,
page
19
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Dartmouth hun~ tough behind

·making, a11d he1 · consistent
scoring and assisting all con-

